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GENERAl. lNTRODUC"TION

The tokamak has become the predominant research tool in the world-wide endeavour to

develop useful electrical power based on controlled thermonuclear fusion. To achieve

thermonuclear conditions in a tokamak it is necessary 10 confine the plasma and. In particular,

its energy for a sufficiently long time. The confinement is limited by thermal conduction,

convection processes, and by radiation. Derailed analysis of experiments indicates that thermal

losses through electrons exceed the classical predictions by up to two orders of magnitude.

whereas ion thermal losses are closer to theoretical predictions.

In order to assess the viability of a tokamak reactor it is necessary to diagnose the

plasma. A large group of diagnostics is based on the analysis of radiation emerging from the

plasma [Luhm-84, OrB-BBl. This may concern either radiation emitted by the plasma itself or it

may be radiation originating from an external source, transmitted through tbe plasma and

affected by it. Microwave diagnostics play an important role in this respect.

Measuring techniques based on microwaves have been playing an important role in

thermonuclear plasma experiments for many years. The most useful microwave diagnostic

techniques can be divided intOa number of categories:

detection of electron cyclotron emission or synchrotron radiation, to obtain information

on the temperature of the electrons in the plasma,

study of collective scattering of incident waves to follow density fluctuations in plasmas,

interferometry to measure plasma densities.

reflectometry to determine the location of plasmas with specific densities, often

combined with the measurement of fluctuations thereof,

polarimetry to measure the distribution of the magnetic field in the plasma.

This is an appreciable number of different methods, each of them based on interaction of

electromagnetic waves with plasmas. The propagation of electromagnetic waves in plasmas is

treated in detail by several authors [Chen-77, Ginz-rif , Heal-65, Stix.621_ Though the complete

picture of the interaction of electromagnetic waves with plasmas is quite complicated, the

description can be simplified considerably for tokamak plasmas: in the frequency range used

here the ion may be considered to be infinitely heavy. In tokamak plasmas, the electron

temperature is usually s 10 kev. So the average thermal velocity of the electrons is much less

than the velocity of the waves which is dose to the velocity of light; consequently, relativistic

effects are in general negligible. The electron-ion collision frequency is much less than the

frequency of the wave and, therefore, collisional damping effects can also be neglected.
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In this thesis two types of microwave diagnostic, arc treated: Interferometry and

Reflcctometry, Most emphasis will beplaced on technical aspects. In addition, an expose of the

underlying theories will be given in chapters I and 4. At this point the basic principle,

underlying these techniques may be illustrated by the following, The phase velocity of an

electromagnetic wave travelling through plasma depends of the density: the index of refraction

is ~(ne)'" ctv, where c is the velocity of light and v the phase velocity of the electromagnetic

wave in a plasma with an electron density ne. At a certain ·-critieal- density. Ht. the phase

velocity becomes infinite. so electromagnetic waves of a chosen frequency cannot propagate

any more through the plasma (cut-oft) but are reflected *}.

Waves. when transmlned through a plasma, can be used to measure the electron density

with interferometers, provided that a proper choice of the applied frequency is made as long as

'\c remains smaller than nc, Interferometry is basically the measurement of the phase change due

to tile presence of the plasma. If the plasma density is non-homogeneous and has a certain

spatial distribution (e.g. parabolic) a wave passing through the plasma undergoes varying

refractive effects all along its path and may therefore not travel along a straight line. The

resulting angle of refraction depends on the chosen frequency, on the values of nJne, and on

the spatial gradient of ne IShmo-611. For this reason the wavelength of the probing beam

ShNIId be chosen far away from cut-off, i.e. as short as possible, btl! still within the range

where the phase changes. due to the presence of the plasma, are still detectable. However,

smaller wavelengths require a higher mechanical stability of the instrument to avoid spurious

phase-effects due to vibrations. Thus, the choice of the operating frequency always implies a

compromise and it also depends on the availability of microwave oscillators. Single-beam

interferometers are generally used. In most cases the microwave beam, with a limited angular

spread. is directed parallel to the density gradient through the Centre of the plasma. thus the

influence of refractive effects is relatively small. Interferometry may yield density profiles when

applied along a number of (parallel) chords. Since line-integrated densities are measured, One

must unfold the interferometric information, e.g. by Abel inversion rGott.-771. to find the

density profile, Multi-channel Interferometers for large thermonuclear plasma experiments

actually become physically dominating obstacles in the crowded space around such experiments

and may also occupy many observational ports. It is hard to believe that next step thermonuclear

experiments will apply this kind of set up,

.) This is, of course.approxrmetcly true. In fact, reflccuon is a continuous e(feet in an inhomogeneous medium
IShli-701. However, within the limits of applicability Of the so-called WKII (wcnzct Kramers Brillouin)

upprcx imauon. i.e, In essence as. tong us the wavelengths concerned arc ve.(y small with respect to the scale

length of the illh"mogencity. the effect o( the inhomogeneity is almost exclusively fell in the phase of (he wave
and reflection is either non-present or IOIaL
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In reflectornetry a wave of a specific frequency is launched towards the plasma to be

(almost exclusively) reflected from the layer in the immediate vicinity of the critical density. The

phase difference of the launched wave and the reflected wave contains information on the

position of the reflecting layer, Reflectorneters can be operated in two different modes: with a

fixed frequency to follow movements of a reflecting layer or with swept frequency to find the

absolute position of the reflecting layer. As the wave travels through plasma before it reflects at

the cut-off layer, the phase change in this transparent layer must be taken into account. Since the

critical density is dependent on the frequency of the waves a number of different frequencies

must be used to determine the density profile on the side where the reflectometer is located,

Reflectometer measurements from two sides arc needed to find a complete single-humped

plasma profile, Since the reflcctomcter cannot look over the rim of a hollow profile, extra

information to determine details of the profile beyond the rim must be obtained from other

diagnostics. One of the attractive aspects of reflectometry, compared with multi-channel

iruerferometry, is the small interference with the experimental installations, since this technique

occupies little space. Another advantage of reflectometry is the lower frequency that can be

used, for which various oscillators arc marc readily available. Reflectometry is under

development in different laboratories.
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SUMMARY

Part 1. Interferometry

Chapter 1 is an introduction to interferometry in which also the theoretical background is

given. Some microwave components are discussed briefly. Phase-modulation techniques. to

ensure unambiguousphase measurements, are discussed in detail. I\. number of digital phase

detectors, which can yield a high resolution, are described.

Chapter 2 gives a description of the 2·mm microwave interferometer, designed and built

for the JET-tokami\k, (he joint European experiment in Culham, England. Calculations are

gl yen of the waveguide losses, losses of the microwave beam through the plasma, and the

expected signal-to-noise ratio. Results of measurements of the plasma density show a high

phase-resolution (I in ~()()O).

Chapter 3 describes C02-laser interferometers, built for tbe RINGBOOG-experiment, a

ga~ blankettokamak in the FQM·!nstituut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen, Nieuwegein, the

Netherlands. The first instrument is a single-channel interferometer giving unambiguous phase

information through the application of a moving mirror, In the second instrument two Bragg

cell modulators arc used. The third instrument is a 15-channel Interferometer using a sheet-like

beam which gives a 'phase image' of the plasma on a detector array.

Part 2. Reflectometry

Chapter 4 is an introduction to rcflectometry j,) which different possibilities and

limitations of the method are discussed. The relation between the phase measurement and the

density profile is given.

Chapter 5 gives a detailed description of the 12·channd heterodyne reflectorneter

designed and built for JET. The reflectometer Can be operated in two modes as mentioned in the

general introduction Measurements in a mock-up, using a plane mirror. show that it is possible

to obtain the required accuracy. First results of measurements with this reflectometer of ihe

JET-plasma are shown.

An appendix gives a proposal of 1\ 24-channel rcflectometer for the RTP-tokamak

experiment at lhe FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen.

In the epilogue, looking back as far as 1963, a description is given of a heterodyne

reflectometer to measure high velocities of plasmoids,
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION TO INTERFEROMETRY

1.1 Principle of plasma density measurements

An interferometer is in fact used to measure the difference in path length between a

reference beam, which is kept constant in optical length, and a beam transmitted through the

plasma. The optical length through the plasma varies because of the change in refractive index.

connected with the increase and the decrease of the electron density, during the experimental

set] uence (Fig. I. 1).

reference path

phase
output

plasma path

I--L-l
Fig. 1.1. Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

The path length L contains a number of vacuum wavelengths 110, a:

L.. a ~ , where a= ~(> ,
.It

and in the presence of plasma a number plasma wavelengths Ap, b:

L= b L where b=~'''P ' 2lt •

(1.1)

(1.2)

where ~o and ~p arc the phases of the waves after travelling through vacuum or through

plasma, respectively. From the Eqs (1.1 and 1.2) one can see

L L
<j)(>= - 211: and <j)p'"- 2it .

!co Ap
(1.3)
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The refractive index 11 is given by

c
11= v ( 1.4)

where c is the velocity of light and v the phase velocity in the medium. When plasma is formed

the detector will measure a phase change

(1.5)

If the probing beam of the imerferometer propagates through a magnetized cold plasma and the

propagation is perpendicular to an externally applied magnetic field RT, with its Evvector

parallel to BT (ordinary wave propagation), and if collisional effects can be assumed to be

ncgllgibly small. the refractive index [e.g, Heal-65] can be simply formulated as

( 1.6)

where f is the frequency of the probing beam and Ipis the electron plasma frequency with

( 1.7)

where c is the electronic charge. ne(r) is the local electron density, which may vary in space, fa

I:; the permittivity of the free space and me is the electron mass "'). From Eq, (1.6) it is clear that

for a particular probing frequency there is a critical density, ne(r)= ne , above which the probing

beam will not propagate through the plasma. From &J. (1.7) the critical density, nco becomes

and Eq, (1.6) can then be rewritten as

11=;J 1 -

.) l{"tiol1~li~cdMKSunits arc used throughout thiS thesis,unless mentioned otherwise,

( LR)

(1.9)
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Due to the presence of the plasma the phase difference, ll.<p, between the working path and the

reference path of the interferometer will be

211: L
ll.<p= - J[J -1J.(n<;,(r))j dL .

Aoo
(1.J 0)

In most practical cases the frequency at which the interferometer is operated will be chosen far

higher than the plasma frequency: ne « nco It is clear that then Eq. L10 may be simplified and

that the binomial expression of IJ. to first order can be used

(1.l1)

(I,11)

which yields

A O.845xlO-{) L
J

()dL _ 0.845><10-6 L ad
Ll<P '" f ne r - f <ne> T' ,

o

where <ne> is defined as the density averaged over the beam path through the plasma, 'line

density'. Equation (1.12) written in practical form gives

F
_ 6cp_ l.345xlO- 16 JL ( )dL _ l.345xlO- 16
- Zit - f 0 ne r - f <ne> L (f in GHz)

where F is the number of complete fringes.

(L13)

Obs. A more complicated Situation occurs in magnetized hot plasma's where cyclotron

resonance effects can not longer be neglected. This occurs when the applied frequency, I,

equals the cyclotroo resonance frequency, t~e. at

1 cB
fce= Zit ll'le ' (Ll4)

where B is the local magnetic field. Absorption of the waves depends on the electron

temperature and on the spatial variation of the magnetic field. Since in the experimental cases the

applied frequency, f, in interferometry is generally far higher than this cyclotron frequency, fce,

we are not concerned with these complications. Cyclotron resonance effects will be treated in

more detail in Ch, 4, Reflectornetry, where it may playa more important role.
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J.2 Refraction of electromagnetic waves

When an electromagnetic wave, with the E-field of the wave perpendicular to the deoslty

gradient in a cylindrical plasma, will undergo refraction effects according to Snellius' Law

{Ginz-611. It is clear that refraction must be kept small, otherwise the transmitted

electromagnetic wave would miss the receiving antenna (port) (Fig. 1.2).

probing beams

nil. 1.2. Refraction effect of electromagnetic waves in plasma.

The angle of refraction 0: varies with the position of the probing beam. The maximum value of

(~, for a symmetric parabolic density profile is given by

( 1.15)

where no is the central density [Shmo-nl ]. Equation (1.15) can be rewritten, with Eq. (1.11), as

(l. (6)

From this it is clear that the wavelength should be chosen sufficiently small, i.c. the frequency

sufficiently high, in particular for multi-channel interferometry where the entire cross-section is

concerned. Note that this is the same requirement for the validity of the approximation of

Eq. 1.11. An example of refraction effects for a single beam interferometer is given in Sec. 2.2

(p. 37).
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1.3 Microwave components

Plasma densities in thermonuclear experiments range from -5,,10 18 to - 1021m-3; (his

corresponds with probing and cut-off frequencies of ~ 20 GHz to H300 GHz (Eq. 1.8). A brief

introduction of various components used in microwave interferometry in this frequency domain

will be given here.

Sources in use in interferometer systems are:

Backward Wave Oscillators (BWO's),

Klystrons,

Gunn-osclllators,
BWO's and klystrons in this frequency range were developed some decades ago, but can at

present be replaced in most cases by solid-state sources, e.g. Gunn-oscillators. Gunn

oscillators, working at frequencies up to - 110 GHz, can produce powers of 250 mW at the

lower frequencies (20 GHz) to about 15 mW at the higher frequencies (110 GHz). Gunn

oscillators with frequency triplers can produce from over 10 mW at 140 GHz to about 1 mWat

300 GHz. The convenience of using Gunn-oscillators rather than BWO's and klystrons is

evident: good frequency-srabilirv, long life. small size. and simpler power supplies may be

used.
Metal waveguides are used to guide microwave energy from one point to another. To

avoid transmission of higher order modes, which travel at different phase velocities and would

give spurious interference effects, the dimensions are chosen such that only the dominant TEIO

mode can propagate (Fig. 1.3).

1
1

"'Ia----~

I
I
loll

Fig. 1.3. The electric field of the TEIOmode in a rectangularmetal waveguide,
wherea and b {lye the tnnerdimensionsoj the waveguide.
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The wavelength in the guide. Ag, is given by

1.
8

= -ffi' (1.17)

where A is 111e free space wavelength and A(: the cut-off wavelength of the guide. In rectangular

metal waveguides the cut-off wavelength for propagation of the TEw mode is:

(LlS)

where a is the inner dimension of the longer side of the waveguide. The attenuation in a

rectangular copper air-filled waveguide operating in the TEwmode is given by

dB rrr l , (More-41\] (1.19)

where f is the operating frequency and fc is lhe cut-off frequency (fc'" c/Ac). The inner

dimensions or the guide, a and b. are in meters. A table with parameters of single-mode

waveguides used in interferometry is given below (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1. Wavf'liuide parameters.

BalK! Frequency innerdimensions Losses in Waveguide Numher Flange

(inOHz) (rnm) «(LB{m) Europe USA number

S 2.6 - 3.95 72.14 x 34,04 0.019 WG-l0 WR-:l-84

X 82 - 12.5 22.860. 10,160 o.n WG-16 WR-90 UG-39/U

Ku 11.9, 18.0 15,799 x 7.899 0.176 WO-18 WR-62 UO-419/U

K 18 - 26,5 10.668 x 4.318 0.37 WG-20 WR-42 UG-595!U

Ka 26.5 - 40 7.112, 3.556 0.58 WG·22 WR-2S UG·599/U

U 40 -60 4.77:5 • 2.388 1.06 WG-24 WR-19 UG-383{U

V 50 . 75 3.759 x 1.880 1,52 WG-25 WR·15 lJG-385/U

". 60 - 90 3.099 x 1549 2.03 WG-26 WR-12 UG·387/U

W 75 -110 2..HO, 1,270 2.74 WG-27 WR-IU UG-387(()

F 90 -14Cl 2.032 x 1.016 3.82 WO-2S WR-8 lIG-387/U

D 110 -170 1.651 x 0.826 5.21 wO-29 WR·6 UO-387/U

G 140 -220 1.295 x 0,648 7.50 WG-30 WI<-5 UG-387(U

I< 220 -330 0.864 x 0432 13.76 WG-32 WR-3 UG-357/U

Since the losses in long waveguide runs become high for the fundamental waveguide, oversized

waveguides have to be used, especially at the higher frequencies. To avoid mode conversion a



ferrite isolators,

variable attenuators,
terminanons (microwave dump),

Sliding screw tuners,
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gradual transirion (taper) rOkrc-68) from the fundamental to the oversized waveguide is

necessary. A loss of -5 dBlm in fundamental waveguide, D-band, (at a frequency of 140 GHz)

may be reduced to ...Q.3 dB/m when an X-band waveguide is used. Special care must be taken

to avoid mode-conversion (othermodes can travel at a different phase velocity) when bends are

made in oversized waveguides. The simplest way is to use mitre-bends (Sec. 2.4, p. 49). An

other way is to use tapers from oversized to single-mode waveguide and to make the bend in the

single-mode waveguide (Sec. 5.2, p, 93).
Beside waveguides (straight sections and bends) other frequently used passive

microwave components are:
horn antennae,

directional couplers,

phase shifters,

variable shorts,

detectors.

Horn antennae, transmitting Gaussian beams, are available with different gains over an

omnidirectional antenna. Isolators, based on the faraday effect. work as a microwave diode and

are used to block unwanted reflected power. Directional couplers can be used to split off power,

They are available with different coupling factors to handle the microwave power in a»
economical way. Attenuators are to be avoided if possible since they only consume power but

they have to be used e.g, to set the local oscillator power of mixers or in test set ups. Phase

shifters are not needed in modern interferometers: the phase off-sets at the start of

measurements can be corrected in the computer program. Terminations (dumps) are used to

absorb the microwave signal. The variable short consists of a piece of waveguide containlng a

movable plunger to give 100% reflection. The sliding screw tuner can be used to tune out an

unwanted signal (reflection),

Signal detection can be carried out in two ways:

crystal diode detection,

heterodyne detection using balanced mixers,

SChottky diodes are mostly used as detectors because of their excellent RF characteristics. The

sensitivity is in the order of 1 mV/IlW at 40 GHz to about 0.2 mV/',J.W at 150 GHz. High

sensitivity can be obtained with heterodyne detection: \he RF signal to be detected is mixed with

a signal from a local oscillator (LQ) operating at an only slightly different frequency. Mixing

then produces an output proportional to the input signal at the difference frequency (IF). A

conversion loss in the order of 5 dB at 40 OR:/; to about 10dB at 150 GHz is acceptable, where

conversion loss, L, is defined as

L '" 10" IOlog PRF in dB.
Pif out

(J .20)
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1.4 Phase modulation techniques

Simple interferometers (Fig. L I) have unavoidable drawbacks as far as accurate

measurement of the phase-shift is concerned. The low-frequency interference signal from the

detector is proportional to cos<p(t), so it is impossible to determine whether phase is increasing

or decreasing 0), furthermore, the signal is dependent on the product of the amplitudes of the

reference beam and the plasma beam; thus, variations in these quantities can be interpreted

wrongly as a time varying phase-shift. These difficulties can be avoided by using polar

interferometers or by using phase-modulation techniques.

A polar interferometer uses double reference arms with rphase difference and one

common work path to produce, with the aid of two mixers, signals with co~<p(t) and sin<p(t)

dependences. There is always a difficulty to stabilize the ~ phase difference between the two

reference arms and, secondly, the sensitivities of the two mixers has to be matched. These two

requirements are hard to meet. Furthermore. this system requires a large number of microwave

components, Another polar Interferometer, not suffering from the above mentioned

weaknesses, with only one reference ann where the ~ phase difference is obtained by using

phase-switch technique is described III appendix A (p, 75) [Huge-Xla],

There an: a number of ways to construct interferometers using phase modulation

techniques. In the early days of microwave interferometry on plasmas the Wharton 'Zebra

stripe' interferometer [Heal-6.5] was frequently used. The modern version of the Wharton

interferometer is the JET 2-mm interferometer (Ch, 2) (I-:Iuge-81, Fess-87J. The principle is

given in Fig. 1.4. The interferometer provides a continuous fringe train on the output of the

detector in the absence of plasma. This is achieved by using a Mach-Zehnderconfiguration with

unequal lengths of the plasma and the reference paths, in combination with sweeping of the

source frequency,

') 11,,,two wavexarc represented by
S'" a ~in (roL ,.- <p{t),

R= b.linc.lL,

where S representsthe signaltransmiuedthrough the plasmaand R the referencesigllal. The resultof mixing or
thetwo waves on the square-law cctcciori,

(a sin (c.l(- (I.'(t» + b sinOll)2 .
The detector will only produce the componentof the intermediate frequency

ab co, <tXt)
asthedetectordocsnot respond1(1 any of (he high frequencies,
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n

zero- e
crossing r computer
detector

1
a
c
e

reference
path

Fig. 1.4. Swept frequency interferometer with unequal reference and signal path.

The amplitude of the electric field of the waves arriving at the detector via the two paths can be

expressed as

Ep= Epcos(2nft + .i(jJ(t)} plasma path, ([.21)

and

df
Er'" Er cost 2m(f+ dt .it)} reference path. (122)

where E~ and Br represent the amplit~des.of the beams and M.it represents the frequen~ shift

of the reference arm due to the combination of the frequency sweep rate of the source, at' and

the transit time delay between the two paths, .it. The frequency sweep is linear with time. b..t is

simply the time delay, i.e, the difference in the plasma and reference path lengths, Al.; divided

by the wave velocity which is close to the velocity of light (thus J,g= 4). The result of mixing

the two waves on the square-law detector is a time-varying output signal

(l.23)Is",EpEr cos (2Jtt 1J.it -b.. q> (t) ) .

This signal is subsequently compared to the signal of an intermediate frequency reference

generator to yield the phase-Shift caused by the presence of the plasma. The reference generator
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(Fig. 1.5a) is the dock of the interferometer electronics. By carefully setting the amplitude

(Fig. I .5b) of the sawtooth modulation of the microwave source, the maximum value of its

frequency excursion, ~f. is arranged to give, in the absence of plasma, a phase difference

between the lWO interferometer arms varying from 0 to exactly 2n during the sawtooth ramp

time, i.c, one 'fringe' (Fig. 1.5c); this is equivalent to M=c/6L, In this way a sine wave output

is produced, in the absence of plasma (i.e, ~q>=O), with a frequency of fi= ~: !ll ,

a

b

d

e

I
I

~
I I I

f\AVt\;
I I I

rvv\;: : :
I I I
I I I
I I r

Ls1IL

reference generator output

sawtooth generator output

detector output

band-pass filter output

zero crossinp detector output

FiN 1.5, Frequency swept interferometer waveforms.

The effectof the flyback of the sawtooth waveform is suppressed by passing the signal through

a band-pass filter centred at fi (Fig. I.Sd). The amplitude variations arc taken out with the zero

crossing detector and in this way a square wave train of frequency f, is produced (Fig, 1.5t:) ~).

'1'0 be able to follow reliably the rapid phase changes induced by the plasma, the condition

fi » t.\(jl/2n; should be met. The signal from the detector is now compared in a counting

network, the phase-to-digital convertor (Sec. 2.4, p. 51). The accumulated phase difference,

6q>(l)at any moment in time, gives the evolution of the plasma electron density.

0) Ohs. Determination or the phase difference from [he analog OUtpUL is J~).\\ibIC but would lead to an accuracy of

a few I)el"(:enl. Digital proccssmg can improve the accuracy appreciably. To be able 10use digital daur-handllng

systems it is ncccssary to lake all amplitude variations out by converting the analog signal into square wave
trains,
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Another way of getting an unambiguous phase output is to use two oscillators, a source

and a local oscillator at slightly different frequencies (Fig. 1.6). The incoming signal,

a sin (rolt - lp(t)\, is mixed with the local oscillator signal. b sin0>2l. (heterodyne detection) to

yield an intermediate frequency signal, ab cos ((rot -(2)t+lp(t)), with the advantage that the

phase change data is not folded around DC but the shift-up or shift-down information is kept

with the sign of the phase-shift. Another advantage of heterodyne detection is the high

sensitivity. Moreover, as the local oscillator power is much larger than the signal power,

Po» Ps, the mixer output is only proportional to the incoming signal. In the microwave bands

the frequency off-set can simply be generated by using an up-convenor *) or by using two

sources oscillating at slightly different frequencies held together with a frequency discriminator

(Appendix C) or with the more recently developed phase-lock loop (PLL) circuit (Sec, 5,3).

The drawback of the up-convenor is the high conversion loss and the poor carrier and

unwanted sideband suppression (- 20 dB). With the PLL system a clean frequency off-set

signal cao be obtained with an out-off band suppression of OVer 60 dI3 (Sec. 5.3. p. 102).

~f +..f.
211:

phase-Io-digital convertor

computer

Fig. 1.6. Interferometer using heterodyne detection .

•) an up-convertor is a generatorwherea law frequency signal.fm , is mixedwitha RF frequency, fo. toproduce
onlyone sidebandwitha frequency fo + fm (or fo - fm).
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1.5 Phase detectors

Phase detectors with operational ranges ofa single fringe

The simplest digital phase detector (PD) is the so-called exclusive-OR gate (Fig. 1.7).

The two signals (reference and signal) of the interferometer are converted to square wave trains

with a duty-cycle of 50%, for instance with a zero-crossing detector (comparator circuit), before

they are fed to the cxclusive-Ok gate,

A~

B~~v~

Ie

A B

o 0
o 1
1 0
1 1

Q

o
1
1
o

Fig, 1.7. Exclusive-Ole gate phase detector and its truth table.

The output of the gate can Ix: found from the truth table: the output is only high (binary I) when

the inputs arc different (Fig. J.8).

reference: A

sIgnal: B

Fig, /.8. Exclusive-OR gate phase detector waveforms,

The phase differences in Fig. 1.8 are exaggerated to show the principle. In actual interferometry

smaller relative phase differences OCCur. The PD-output from the exclusive-Ole gate is a square

wave train with varying duty-cycle. The PD Output has to be filtered with a low-pass filter with

a cut-off frequency lower than the modulation frequency and still high with respect to the phase

variations, After filtering the output Y(lP)(Fig. 1.7) corresponds to the phase difference, as can

be read from the characteristic of the PD: Fig. 1.9.
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t
V«({I)

Fig. 1.9. Characteristic of the exclusive-OR gale phase detector.

'this system does not yield unambiguously the sense of phase variations as may be seen from

Fig, 1.9: if a decrease in V(q» is observed it could be caused by a phase decrease at point P as

well as by a phase increase at point Q. The PD based on an exclusive-OR gate is for this reason

not attractive for phase measurements in interferometers *). The other disadvantage is the need

for an exact 50% duty-cycle for the input square wave signals,

Another group of PD's arc sequential phase detectors operating on the edges (falling or

rising) of the two square wave trains, The simplest form is the set-reset flip-flop [Horo-Sfl.

Falling voltage edges on one input to set the flip-flap to a true state (binary I) and falling

voltage edges on the other input to resetthe flip-flop to thefalse state (binary 0). An example is

given inFig. L10.

reference
(Clock puises)

signal
(outputzero
crossing detector)

PO-output

Fig. J.10. Set-reset phase detector waveforms.

OJ A similarsystemoperatingin an analogway,using double-balanced mixerswasusedearlier:ilSdrawback was
the sameambiguityin the sense of cos \1'. A qUlldr:lture phase comparatorproducing IwO phase output signals
withTphase differencecan giveunambiguous phaseresults lGowe-8Zl; however, two data acquisition channels

ate necessary in this sci up.
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The output is again filtered; to yield a voltage V(qJ) which corresponds to the phase difference:

cr. the characteristic of Fig. 1.11.

t
V("!')

Fig, 1.1I. Characteristic of theset-resetphase detector.

It is clear that the output V(o:p) of the set-reset PD, which varies monotonously with A(jIbetween

o and 271, is suitable for interferometric measurements because the response is now

unambiguous. An Other advantage of the set-reset PD, operating on the (positive or negative)

edges only, is the insensibility of the input signals for the duty-cycle. But the output voltage of

the PD may become noisy and unreliable when the phase difference is jittering around the 2]1;

(or Nx2n) phase point. A system that can tackle this problem is described below.

A PD that does not suffer from the above mentioned jitrering is the phase-frequency PD

IGard-79] which has recently been built for the JET multi-channel reflectornctcr (Ch, 5)

[J-lugH\6L (fig. 1.12) . At the rising edge of the clock pulse the information on the D input IS

transferrec 10 the Q output (the D inputs are kept on logic' I ').

'" D
Q

inpU1AJ

T

input BI
D

R

Q

reset

Fig. 1.12. Phase-frequency phase detector.
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The outputs (Q's) of the two D-fUp-flops are subtracted and then again filtered. The PD output

V(lj) corresponds to the phase difference according to the characteristic of Fig. 1.13.

b e

Fig. 1.13, Characteristic of the phase-frequency phase detector.

If the phase cbange is positive and varies e.g. from a to b and when the phase change reaches

the 2lt point, the output voltage V(ql) of the PD will drop from V to O.If [he phase change is

still positive the output will proceed along the line c to e, when the phase starts to decrease the

output follows the line e 10 d. So, there is no jitter in the output voltage when the phase passes

(N ><) 2",

A totally different approach can be followed by measuring the time delay between the

rising (or falling) edges of the two signals by means of counter pubes (Fig. 1.14). The counter

stans at the rising edge of the reference square wave and StOPS at the rising edge of the signal

square wave. The time delay measurement can be translated into a phase measurement when the

reference frequency is measured as well, or when the reference and the counter frequency are in

a fixed relation to each other. The counter frequency has to behigh with respect to the reference

frequency in order to obtain an accurate measurement of the phase difference; the ratio of the

counter to the reference frequency determines the accuracy. For instance; if the counter

frequency is 100 MHz and the reference frequency 1 MHz, each pulse from the counter will

represent a 3.60 phase difference between the two signals. The drawback here is that the error

accumulates over the course of the measurement (plasma shot).
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J reference

,
I
I

Tl'----- l~1 signal

counter

Fir;. 1,14. Time delay measurement waveforms.

Phasedetectorsworkingover manyfringes(fringe counters)

The previously described PD's can work over many fringes F when the frequencies of

the input signals are divided by N, where N""F. The range of the PD's then becomes Nx21t.

The drawback is that the low-pass filter cut-off frequency must scale down with increased N,

This will lead to a rather low response time. A fringe counter that does not suffer from this

degradation is described here [Medd-74].

A phase detector, based on the set-reset flip-flap gate, which can work over many

fringes, is given in Fig. 1.15. One counter is counting forwards, the other COunter backwards

and the outputs are added digitally. This output is then fed into a digital-to-analog convertor

(DA-converlOr) and filtered with a low-pass filter to get an analog output proportional to the

phase-shift.

counter
N-stages

'1'

signal
--.1llil---L__~---J

OA
convertor

low-pass
filter

Fig. 1,15. Fringe counterusingup-down counters.
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The waveforms of this PD are given in Fig. 1.16. The merit of this fringe counter is tba: the

filter cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter does not scale down with the number N.

reference

signal

Inumber
of
fringes

output DA·
convertor

Fig. 1.16. Fringe Counter input- and output waveforms.

TIle filtered output voltage V(<p) against the phase difference is given in Fig. 1.17.

Fig.I.ll. Cnaracteristtc of thefringe counser.

Phase detectors of this type ate used in the C02-laser interferometer described in Ch. 3. For

highly accurate phase difference measurements, this type of PD still poses problems as the

accuracy scales down with N.
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A digital fringe counter with high accuracy is shown in Fig, 1.11lIPutt-1l41. The clock

frequency is fed to a counter and futhcrmore divided by K, the output of which is used to drive

the reference generator of the interferometer (Pig. lA, p. 23). The signal output of the

interferometer will. on each rising edge. cause the subtraction of the number K in the counter,

Thus, the number in the counter returns to the previous value at each rising edge of the signal

when the phase does not change. AI) example for K=100 is given in Fig. 1.I 9. At the arrival of

the sample pulse, the accumulated number of the counter is written in the memory (in the

example of Fig. 1.19, 40). The sample pulse is held IIp till the end of a signal period, leading to

II statistical error of a few degrees. Results from this type of fringe counter can be found in

Sec. 2.4 (p, 53-.56). There is of course an electronic upper limit of the clock frequency and u

lower limit of the reference frequency (l MHz is chosen for the JET 2·mm interferometer:

cf, Ch. 2) to ensure a proper performance of the interferometer,

Advantages of the digital fringe counter described here above the other phase detectors are:

a high accuracy, independent of the number of fringes (rIOaccumulation of errors).

rapid response: the phase can bemeasured in each period of the signal,

no delay due to filtering on the output signal,

totally digital system and therefore easy imegrated into data-bundling systems,

no calibration required.

Disadvantage is:

the reference signal frequency has to be chosen as an rational fraction (11K) of the dock

frequency.

An other approach to phase measurements is chosen for the multi-channel PIR-laser

(far-infra-red laser) interferometer and the multi-channel reflectorncter being developed for the

RTP-cxperimelll *). When a high sample pulse rate is used and the phase change per sample is

less than IT, a totally different approach may be followed. The fringe counter can then be

composed with a fractional phase detector. e.g, the phase-frequency PD, and a high resolution

analog-to-digital convertor (ADC). Absolute phase accuracy in the order of 0.2° is possible. A

software check must be made to see if the integrated phase passes Zit. If so, one fringe must be

added to (subtracted from) the integral value. All accurate system will be possible with the fast

data acqulsition xyxtcm beingdeveloped at the FOM Instituut voor PlasmafysicaRijnhuizen.

-) RTP is an acronym for: Rijnhutzon TokamakProject at the FOM Instiruut voor Plasrnafysica Rljnhuizcn,
Nicuwcgcin, the Netherlands.
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clock
reference
generator

JlJUl
inlerferometer

substract K, eaCh riSing edge

computer

Fig.l.ll:!. Digital fringe counter

signal
output

sample pulse

reference

signal

Il fl sample
, 1 ~ rL pulse

O"'----"-~--------------......j.--

t
nr, of
counts

1JO '40

lime

written inl0
memory

Fig. 1.19. Digital fringe counter waveforms.
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Clmpler2

MULTI·RADIAN 2-MM INTERFEROMETER FOR JET

2.1 Introduction

The Joint European Torus, JET, was built as a European collaboration under the

auspices of Euratom, with the aim of testing the feasibility of producing plasmas with properties

close to those under which controlled thermonuclear reactions may OCCur [Rebu-84, Bick-87].

The experimental parameters presently achieved in JETare listed below:

Plasma major radius

Plasma minor radius (horizontal)

Plasma minor radius (vertical)

Toroidal field

Plasma current,

3.0 m

1.25 m

2.1 m

3.4 T

limiter bounded

single null Xvpoint

Neutral beam injection power

ICRH heating power

7.0

4.0

20

20

MA

MA

MW

MW

JET is the largest magnetic plasma-confinement experiment in the world both in physical

size and in the magnitude of the plasma current (7xlQ1i A). Ion and electron temperatures Tc and

T,::: 10 keY have been Obtained (by the end of 1989) in a pure deuterium plasma with a

corresponding fusion product, netT; of about 7x1020 m-3 s keY (where 1: is the energy

confinement time). This would give, if a deterium-tritium mixture had been used, a ratio of

thermonuclear power output to the beating power input. Q, of 0.7. It is expected that with

further technical improvements of JET the proof of feasibility (Q=l) can be given.

A single chord 2-mm interferometer to measure the electron density along a vertical line

through the Centre of the plasma has been proposed and built in 1981 by the author "')

lH uge-Sl, Huge-Sza]. The applicability of the proposed interferometer ranges approximate!y

from 3>:1016 electrons per m3, as determined by the minimum detectable phase-shift of

O. t fringe. {O 7xlO t9 electrons per m3, i.e. the refraction limit (Sec. 1.2, p. 18). Calculations of

the expected losses and the sensitivity of the interferometer arc given in Sec. 2,2; the antennae

and windows fitting in the VUClHlm vessel are treated in Sec. 2.3.

0) This workwas performed undertheJET contractJB2/900J (1980)betweentheJET Joim Undertaking and the
FOM-lnSI;tuul voorPla.mafY8i~a Rijnhui7-cn. Nicuwcgcin, theNetherlands.
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2.2 Proposal for the 2-mm interferometer

Description of the circuit

The principle of the interferometer is given in f<~ig, J,4 (p, 23), Again, lhe reference path

and the plasma path an: chosen unequal in length to make use of the frequency dependency as

described earlier. The ramp voltage (frequency 1 MHz) is adjusted in such a way (Fig. 1.5,

trace b. p, 24) tha; in the absence of plasma a sine-wave signal with a frequency of I MHz will

appear at the detector (Fig. 1.5, trace e), A selective amplifier rejects the fly-back fringe. When

the plasma is formed, the detected signal will shift in phase. The detector and the 1 MHz

reference signal are compared in the phase-to-digital convertor resulring in a phase-shift as a

function of time [pll[[-84j, To be able to follow the expected initial density rise of 1022 m-:' s',
yielding a maximum fringe frequency of 20 kHz, and to cope with the expected density

fluctuations in the order of 1021 n,-3 s' a bandwidth or 200 kHz was chosen.

Calculation of the expected losses and sensitivity of the interferometer

Propagation loss in free space

When a power, PI, is transmitted towards lhe plasma chamber the power at the receiving

antenna, Pr , is given by

rSollt-til], (2.1)

where Gt and Or arc the gains of the transmitringand the receiving antennae, respectively, and

R is the distance between the antennae. The angle at which the radiation intensity drops to 3 dB

is related to the gain as:

(H~cl8 = ,j 1x t r)4/G degrees llleal-65]. (2.2)

For horn antennae with an aperture of 33 x 33 rnrn- (beam-width :P) the propagation loss over

4 m becomes 26 dB,
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The refraction calculations done by Koechlin ()(oee-gOj indicate that it is preferable to

use an antenna with a not tOO narrow beam-angle (Fig. 2. I), as can be understood from the

following.

._'-----~-.'

o

radius (rn)

·'r-··""··
2· (b)

a

-1

-2
•.•.A..•••

-2o-- --'!- ----'-------t
radius (rn)

2 -.---~~--c--..,,-.-_.
(a)

~1 -
I ,

~2L ... \,'
-2 -1

:E
.~ 0
.L

Fig. 2,1. Refraction of2-mm waves in the JET plasma.
Contour liliesof equal densityare indicated.

The rays starting from a height above the mid-plane of Y '" 2 OJ with beam-widths of 5°

(Fig. 2.la) and 10" (Fig. 2.1b) at radial locations X::: O. +0.2, +0,4, +0.6 m arc shown: these

figures illustrate the refraction when the plasma is off-centre with respect to the rays. The

calculations are done with a rather flat density profile with a maximum density of 5xl 019 m-3

The choice of an antenna with 50 beam-width is a compromise between the refraction losses

shown and propagation losses calculated from Eqs 2.1 and 2.2. The antenna is located at

X= 0.06 rn. A wider beam, of 10°, would certainly give a reduced chance losing the beam by

refraction in the highest density regimes, but it also implies additional propagation losses of

12 dB. Some work had to be done to find out whether oversized hom antennae, without mode

filter, could be used instead of tapers and conventional 2-mm horns. The high-vacuum quality

requirements of the JET experiment forced us to have all component, inside the discharge

chamber executed in plain or copper plated inconel. The advantages of making the antenna

system matched to oversized waveguide wiIl be explained in Sec. 2.3.
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Estimate of thetotal loss in theinterferometer

The losses in the various microwave components calculated and/or estimated (in d UJ are

given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.J. Estimated losses in the various components or the inre1'eromerer (in dh ).

directional coupler 2 x 1.5 3.0

isolators 2 x 1.3 2.6

50 m S·band waveguide (copper) 50 x 0.15 7.5

3 rn X-band waveguide (inconel) :> x 2 6.0

bends in S-band 14 x 0.2 2.B

tapers 2 rnm to S-band 2 x 1 2.0

quam. window, 2 x 1.0 2.0

propagation loss between the

antennae in the vacuum vessel 26.0

total loss 51,9 dB

The power output of the Varian 2-mm klystron is 100 mW (20 dlsm) *). With a total loss of

51,9 dB the received power at the detector will be Pr =; - 31.9 dBm = 0.6.5>:10'6W. This power

is far above the detection limit as will be shown later.

') Power given in LlBmare related 10 milliwftlL> (20 (IBm is 2.0dB above I mw),
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Estimate of the minimum detectable signal

TIle noise figure of a receiver [Sour-tit Jis givenby

Fr - Fc + L(Famp-l), (2.3)

(2.4)

where F~ and L are the noise figure and conversion loss ratio of the detector and Famp is the

noise figure of the amplifier. The noise figure can also be expressed by

Pi N
Fr-kTM",S'

where Nand S represent the noise and signal outputs of the amplifier and Pi is the available

signal power. The properties of the detector (fRO 0925) arc: conversion loss L- 13 dB and

noise figure Fc'" 10.5. The noise figure of the amplifier is measured as ramp- 1.2. With this,

the noise figure of the receiver becomes Fr= 14.5 . Thus the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio at the

input will be 14,5 limes that at the amplifier output. With a desired signal-to-noise ratio at the

output of 10 ilnd a bandwidth of 200 kHz we get for the minimum input power

P,= 1.2",10-13 W, This theoretical value is 67 dB below the estimated incoming power.

A measurement carried out on a test bench with a detector (Baytron IT51X) which was found to

have a very high conversion loss (50 dB) resulted in a minimum detectable signal (SIN is 10) of

1.6x 10-10W, which is still 36 dB above thc expected signal. Therefore, the power' OUtput of

100 mW of the 2-mm klystron (Varian VRT-2l21A) was expected to be sufficient. With the

expected power of 0.65",10-6 W at the detector an amplifier gain of 80 dB is sufficient to obtain

linoutput signal of 500 mV to drive thc phase-to-digital convertor described later.
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Data handling and control

A block diagram of the electronics and the interface 10 the JET computer system,

CODAS "'), is given in Fig. 22. The ) MHz pre-amplifier has a gain of 40 dB and a bandwidth

of 100 kH7. The pre-amplifier is followed by a second I MILl amplifier (4() dB gain) and an

amplitude detector to give a continuous check on the performance of the interferometer; it can

also he used for luning the interferometer. The top detector gives an indication of the refraction

during the discharge. The system uses a conventional Varian klystron source. The power

supply with remote controls from CODAS is developed by the UKARA Culham Laboratories;

all the other electronics, like the fast phase-to-digital convertor CPr)], by the electronic

department of the FOM-insti[llut voor Plasrnafyslca Rijnhuizcn [P\ltt-85J, The reference

generator and the driver-ramp generator eRGl, the top-detector with light-to-digital convenor

CLEl, and the phase-to-digital convertor will be described in Sec. 2.4. All connections between

the Faraday box and the outside electronics arc done with fibre optics.

") CODAS i~ the nameof the JET computer system; COntrol and Data Acquisluon Systems.
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L
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~
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f'ig.2.2. Block diagram of/he electronics and data-handling system.
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2.3 Hom antenna matched to oversized waveguide and vacuum window

The test bench

A ies: bend shown ill Fig. 2.3 was set up to measure field patterns of the antenna; all

tests were performed at a frequency of 140 GIl:.:.

to y- axis
recorder

antenna

4m

klystron
Varian
140 GHz A

/
_-"-'2:.:8:.:0'-_.,....l-------.:6:.:0:.:0_~ ~...O..,...l<--:O.iQ._rrm~..I- .....:. ____,~1 detector
I vi --IFf I

c::=

Fig 2.3, Microwave test bench.

The klystron (Varian VRT·2121 A), the waveguide system and the antenna under test arc

mounted un a revolving support. The angle of rotation is translated to the Xvaxis of (I XY

recorder via a single-turn helipot,
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Losses and reflections at the vacuum window

Different measurements were carried out to determine the best arrangement to transmit

ihe microwave power through the quanz vacuum window of the JET experiment. The measured

losses between two oversized open-ended waveguides (X-band) facing each other with a

variable separation (gap width A) are shown in Fig. 2.4.

~ 100

60~ -

-------=r9 -:~
'"

60
Ie 40" ,

.:, <:0 ,,

r
0 A~

0 20 40 60 80

''"'''''~ A lmml

Fi/-:.2.4. Transmitted power as a function of gap width.

The vertical bars in Fig. 2.4 indicate the maximum and minimum values caused by standing

waves. The measurement shows that a distance of 20 mm will give an average loss of only 7%

(0.3 dBl. A gap of 20 rom is sufficient for the vacuum window; it will also provide a thermal

break.

A measurement with a diaphragm between oversized waveguides placed 20 mm apart, is

given in Fig. 2.5. From this measurement we see that a mount of the quartz window with an

aperture larger than 25 mm will not affect the microwave beam at all; in fact a mount of 36 mm

is available.

0
ll':

100

~
80

E 60
'"c: 40a
,!, 20

I 0 I Ia 5 10 l':l 20 25 30 ' ,

I,-- D Cmml 20"''''

Fig. 25. Transmitted power as a function of the aperture oj a diaphragm.
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Measurements of reflection on a 5.0 mm thick fused quartz window are carried out at

different angles (hg. 2.6).

..---.. CJr"1ul~ (deg _)

.. ~J'<10

~o

0-- J~•..

r o 10 15

-..-=::210)' /-- ..-
-~ -r--
- \--

~.. 2o;;~--1

I,'ig.2.6. Transmitted power (1,1 a function of tilting angle Ct.

With the window filled to an angle of 501n both directions. perpendicular to the direcuon of the

oversized waveguides, reflection becomes negligible. 'fhe vertical bars ill Fig. 2.6 again give

the maximum and minimum val lies caused by standing waves.

Obs. To get a minimum of reflections the thickness of [he window must be a multiple of half a

wavelength. The fused quartz window (c '" 3.n at 140 GHz) is 4,5 wavelengths thick. /\ test

with a 5,1 rnrn thick Z-cut crystal quartz window (£ " 4A37 at 140 GHz) gave the same results

as the fused quartzone.

A 2-nllll horn antenna matched to an x-band oversized waveguide

The shape of lhe oversized horn antenna ISselected in the following empirical way. Two

test antennae arc nude. each one consisting of two parallel Copper plates with one end fixed at

tbe 3-cl11 waveguide flange (Xvband) and the other end adjustable in separation, /\, (Fig. 2.7).

There is one set, called 'Evplates, with (he electrical field lines parallel to the copper plates ,H1d

another, Called 'II-plates', wul; the clecrrical field perpendicular to the copper plates.
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Fig, 2.7. 'Plate antennae'.
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Fig. 2.8. Field pauerns of the 'plaie antennae' measured with a slightly non-linearly
responding detector; the markers indicate the half-power points determined aI - 3 dE of the
maximum by means 0/a calibrated allenuator.
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From the field patterns measured at different separutions, the aperture of the final horn antenna

was selected. The !engt!l of the antenna, which must be large compared to the wavelength

11.= 2 mrn, was chosen arbitrarily. The two sets of field patterns with the aperture' A' ns a

parameter art given in fig. 2.X.The aperture of the 200 mm long hom antenna is selected from

those measurements. In the B-plant, where the field patterns art found to be non-critical,

30 111m is chosen, corresponding to a 5° half-power beam width. In the Hsplane A= 25 mm had

to be selected to fi t in the J£"f port, though A= 30 mm would have been preferable. The

resulting field pauerns of the horn antenna art given in fig. 2.9; where the influence of the

vacuum-window is negligible. The measured beam widths correspond VNy well with the

measurements done with the 'plate antennae'.

.... without
;; E-plol'lO: " H-plarll!: window

~
A~30mill " A.25mm

with

~
window ..

"~ ~

" 0
c, n,

i j
-10 -!;i 0 :> 10 -10 -6 0 5 10-- (deg. } -- (deg. )

Fig. 2.9. Field pattern of hom antenna with and without window,

A test with the antenna situated in a diagnostic mock-up port showed no disturbance of

the field patterns when the anten na was withdrawn over 20 mrn back into the observation-port

of the JET experiment. The influence of the metal sides of the port became perceptible only

when the antenna was withdrawn as far as 100 to 150 mm,

Misalignment, where the hom antenna is placed with its axis at 2° with respect to the

incoming oversized waveguide, showed side-lobes 7 dB below the maximum signal,
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2,4 P1a'>fIl3 electron density measurements in JET with tile 2-wm microwave interferometer

Introduction

The simple 2-mm microwave interferometer described here has been used as the primary

density monitor throughout the ohmic heating phase of the JETprogramme [Fess-83. fess-85).

In addition, it provides the control signal for the plasma density feedback system. It measures

the line-integrated electron density along a single vertical plasma chord located at R= 3.14 rn,

l.e. nearly through the centre of the discharge chamber. Access to the JET experimental device

is restricted during an experimental period and all the non-passive components of the

interferometer have to be positioned outside the biological shield. 'this results in a very long

transmission path length of 76m for tbe plasma 'arm' of the interferometer. More than 70 m of

this transmission path is an oversized waveguide with a total of 24 low-loss mitre bends

(Fig, 2,10). The total measured attenuation is 65 ± 3 dB. A 150 mw, 140 Gl-h. reflex klystron

is used as microwave source and a high-sensitivity liquid-helium-cooled InSb detector has to be

used to compensate for the high attenuation (QMC Instruments, estimated noise equivalent

power (NEP) of 2xl0- 12 W Hzl/2). The maximum density achieved on JET caused a total phase

excursion of ~ 125 fringes in the interferometer. This was recorded without difficulty by the

instrument with a phase resolution of 0.02 fringes. The high density resolution which is

achieved makes the system, in addition to its basic density monitoring role, a powerful

diagnostic for the study of density oscillations. It has been demonstrated that plasma density

fluctuations, which represent a variation of only 0.1% of the maximum line-integrated density,

can be studied with this interferometer, The details of the interferometer. and examples of the

density measurements and the rnagnetohydrodynamic (MHD) phenomena detectable on the

signals are presented below.

Principle and limitations otthe measurement

As explained in the introduction (Sec. 1.1) variations of optical path length are measured

with the Interferometer. These variations are caused by the change in refractive index of the

plasma as its electron density grows and decays during the JET pulse. For the 140 GH7.

probing beam the critical density is 2.43:d020 m- 3 . However, before this density limit is

reached the approximation underlying Eq. (1.13)

F
1.345:<10-16 L

M f <ne>

will not be valid any more. For example, for cases in which the density profile is 11m and

nJneC" ior ~, the approximation will lead to systematic overestimates of nc by I% or 6%.

respectivcly.
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Although ihe beam is not cut off at these densities it may be refracted away from the

receiving antenna if the plasma is not well centred with respect to tIle probing path.

The effects of refraction have been computed by a number of authors fHe.i1-65,

Vcro- 831. for a parabolic density distribution in JET an approximate limit has been estimated

by setting the maximum acceptable refraction angle of the beam equal 10 the divergence angle of

the launching antenna. This leads to the requirement that for n~=o t(whcrc nC<O) is the cemral

density) the plasma should be centred 10 within - tOO rnrn of the probing beam path. This is

normally the case and thus the 140GHz interferometer can be used up [0 a density of about

IO:W m-3. The maximum average density in JET at present is ~ 4><101\1 m,3 which creates 125

fringes in the interferometer, which can be measured routinely and without dlfflculties,

The minimum resolvable phnse change is limited to 0.02 fringes by digital noise and

detection system noise, which are about equal. Since tbe instrument measures the line-integrated

electron density, Jn~.dL, along a nearly central vertical chord through the plasma, this minimum

corresponds to an average electron density variation along the chord of only 7x lOIS m-:1 for <I

typical plasma with a vertical dimension, L, of 3 m,

Description of the system

A sketch of the interferometer is given in Fig. 2. JO.

JET vacuum
vessel

digital
.' detection and

a:"~7.-L-.-.'-' control system- ~

~ liquid He
ll.J .-- cooled. "l.-J-! detector

lelia

Pig. 2. 10. Scheme ofthe 2 -mm microwave interferometer on JET.
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A block diagram of the electronics of the interferometer is given in Fig. 2.2 (p, 4J) and the

microwave pan in Fig, 2.11.
detector

.,mPI~D-
/ '\

beam splitter 2-mm band-pass filter

JET

',Ii}: P,lasr::,#f'ij!!"

:~iiiii:~:i:ii~:iiii~iiii~iiiii:iiiiii~i:i:ii~:ii
. ;:::;:i:ik::i~:;:i:i:i:i:i:~i:;:~;::;

l-=====:::(~r '."", I

to electronics

Fig. 2.11. Diagram of rile microwaw components of the 2-mm interferometer.

The path length difference in the JET 2·mm interferometer is approximately l'.L= 12 TIL This

leads with rhe condition M= e/t.L to a M of25 MHz and Ymod= 3 V for the klystron sawtooth

modulation. For the interferometer to be able to follow all plasma induced phase changes

reliably, the condition fl »i'>qJ/27l;, where f; = 1 MHz, should be met. 'file choice of 100 kllz

as the bandwidth for filtering ensures that all but the extremely rapid phase changes, associated

with major disruptions of the plasma, can be followed accurately.

By comparing the approximately 1 MHz signal from the detector with the 1 MHz

reference signal used to drive the sawtooth modulator, the phase difference, tilP, due to the

plasma is measured and the evolution of the plasma electron density is determined from that.

It is normal practice to use oversized waveguides to avoid the unacceptable attenuaiion

of single mode waveguide at millimetre wavelengths. The theoretically lowest obtainable loss in

a f)-band waveguide is 5,2 dB m-1 at a frequency of 140 GHz. The attenuation of the TEO!

mode in an oversized waveguide (A«a or b, where a and b are the dimensions of the

rectangular waveguide) is inversely proportional to the height of the waveguide wall parallel ro

the electric vector. A pure aluminium WOlD guide (a= 34 mm and b..72 mm) has been used in

Ihe interferometer with the electric vector parallel to the longer wall. The measured attenuation at

A= 2.2 mm was less than 0.06 dB m-1 which was acceptably close to the calculated value of

0.04 dB rn'.
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FOI' low moue conversion losses and compactness in such an oversized system, so

culled mitre bends are used. The toss for a perfect bend of this type is 1.96(i\Jb sin8)J(2 dB for

an Evplanc bend and 2.05(A/a ~ine)312 dB for an Hvplane bend where e is the angle of the

bend. The minimum attenuation for 9()" E-plane and H-plane bends is 0.:13 dB and (l,O} dB,

respectively. In addition, the till between the axis of the guide and the connecting flange face

will give rise to serious losses. Thux, for a low attenuation oversized waveguide system the

tOUl1 number of bends should be minimized, H-plane bends should be used in preference 10

E-plane bends and the manufacturing alld installation tolerance S11011ld be better than D.l 0

IOkre-MI]. These requirements have bee» met wherever possible, but the routing of the

waveglJld,' between the active pan of the interferometer and the JET-experiment still necessitates

the usc of 24 high precision mitre bends and of about 70 m of waveguide. The total atrenuarion,

including lhe losses in the torus between the horn antennae. was measured to be G5 ± 3 dB

(cf. the cxtimated S1.9 dB of table 2.1, p. 311).

Electronics *)

Below a description is given of the three CAMAC "") modules especially built for the

JET 2-l11m inrerferomctcr system:

a phase-to-digital convertor module to digitize the phase-shift difference of the I MIll.

interferometer ~ig'll\l,

a ramp-reference module 10 supply the necessary timing signals for the ramp gerlcr~ltor

and tl1ephase-to-digital convertor,

alight"to-digilal convertor module to read the amplitude of the detected interference

signal 10 check the performance of the interferometer during a plasma pulse.

A block diagram of the electronics and the interface to CODAS, the JET computer

system, is given in l'ig, 2.2 (p. 41), In addition to the CAMAC modules special signal

conditioning units were developed and incorporated in the interferometer. The connections

between the signal conditioning units in the Faraday cage and the CAMAC modules are made

by fibre optics to guarantee interference free operation. In the absence of plasma, the frequency

~hift is adjusted to produce a phase-shift of 2n:between the reference and plasma arm for each

cycle (1I-1-s) of the sawtooth modulation voltage. The chosen intermediate frequency of I MHz

is derived from a I(Xl Ml lOG reference clock, Tile detector is followed by an amplifier with a

» Thi~ work was 1'",1'",,,,,(1 unde-rthe-JET contract JR2/0620 (198t) between the JET Joint Undertaking and the

FOM-lnSlIIlIllt. voor Plasmafy.,ica RiJ"hnil,cn, Nicuwegcin, the Netherlands .

...... ) CAMAC j:-; an acronym for:Computer Aided Measurement And Control, and is a modular system,
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bandwidth of 100 kHz centred at 1 MHz to reduce the noise and to filter out the fly-back pulse.

The resultant I MHz signal is then compared with a reference signal in a phase-to-digital

convertor.

Phase-to-digital convertor

With the phase-to-digital convertor the phase-shift vsriation of the 1MHzlnrerfecometer

signal can be measured (Fig. 2,12).

100 MHz reference

counter
bit 1.15.... memory

16 bit
1 MHz interferometer 'A' v

64 k
signal output t:>il16

sut:>sttao1100

Isample pulse
treset tstrobe

L reset
fc-x

w- error/
counter r-

'8'
comparator warning f-....

reqister

r----- ~X

",y

tresel

Fig. 2.12. Phase-to-digital convertor.

Counter'A', counts the 100 MHz reference signal; the number 100 will be subtracted at the end

of each input signal period. So. if tbe phase in the plasma path docs not vary, the subtraction of

100 will bring [he counter number back 10 zero after each signal period. If the phase varies, the

reference counter will accumulate the phase-shift of each period until the sample pulse is given

(sample pulse rate for instance I ms). The counter value will now be given out as a 1J bit word

together with a strobe pulse and the counter will be reset. The data is written into a standard

16 bit, 64 k memory module (LeCroy MM8S06). Bit 01-DS contains tile fraction or 360 0 in

BCD (binary coded decimal) and bit D9-D 15 the number of fringes in 2's complement. This

strange format is derived from the reference counter set up where 2 BCD counters are used to

be able to subtract 100 and to reach the high speed of 100 MHz requested. The BCD, 2's

complement format is converted to degrees phase-shift in a simple software subroutine.
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The error/warning bit addition works as follows, At the end of each input signal period

(a number of) Ion is subtracted from counter' B'. The remainder is given out to the comparator

and the counter is reset. If the remainder is above an pre-set Upper value or below a pre-set

lowcr value an error/warning bit is passed onto the error bit register. TIlIlS if lhe limits are set to

+36" and ,36°, a phase change » 136"1 in I Ils will stimulate the error/warning. At the sample

pulse the error/warning bit will be added as bit 16 to the phase sample and the error bit register

will be reset. The error/warning bit can be used for control and for automatic data correction

(Fig. 2.16, p, 56)

The phase-to-digital COnvertor docs not. require any 'reset' Or 'calibration' pulse. Thc

phase sample resolution is 3.6".

Ramp-reference generator

This CAMAC module provides the amplitude control and frequency (l MH~) of the

sawtooth generator. The module is coupled to the sawtooth generator by means of light fibres

(Fig. 2.2, p, 41). The transmission is with pulse width modulation at I MHz, 'fhe 1 Mil.:

sawtooth modulates the 2-mm klystron in frequency. TIle frequency deviation is proportional to

the amplitude of the sawtooth, The sawtooth generator is built in the klystron compartment and

is kept floating at the high voltage of the klystron supply; the DC powering of thc sawtooth

generator originates from tile klystron filament supply,

The reference generator is a 100 M Hz pulse signal (emitter coupled logic, EeL) for the

phase-to-digital convenor.

Light-to-digital convertor

With this CAMAC module and the amplitude-to-light convertor, located in the signal

conditioning Faraday cage, the envelope of the linearly amplified I MHz output signal of the

microwave detector can be followed (Fig. 2.2, p. 41). The two units are coupled with light

fibres. The transmission uses pulse-width modulation at lO kHz. The amplitude is passed onto

the dataway and Oil a trigger command (sample clock) to the output port together with a strobe

pulse <111(1 written into a standard 16 bit, 64k memory (LeCroy MM8806),

The three CAMAC modules have been in continuous use since the first day of operation

of JET. The error/warning feature of the phase-to-digital convertor module has proven to be

particularly useful, allowing in many cases full recovery of the complete density evolution by

the Use of extra off-line software (Fig. 2.16, p. 56).
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Virtually all plasma measurements during the ohmic heating phase of the JET project

were made using the 2-mm interferometer system [Fess-S", Tang-84]. Figure 2.13 shows an

example of the electron density and signal amplitude waveforms of the JET pulse.

PulSe No: 3063
2.---r---'r--.----..----..----.~~____,_____,

10
n'l"e (s)

15 05
Time (5)

1.0

Time (5)

2-mm Interferometer

MGK, Line - densltv:

8.101 E.1gellm2

Fig. 2.13. a) Evolution ojthe line-integrateddensity[or JET pulse 110. 306J.
b) Slow up of the first second of(a) ,
c) Detectorsignal amplitudeduring pulse.

Figure 2.14 shows the density signal compared with current and voltage waveforms. A

comparison of preliminary data from the JET FIR-laser interferometer [Vero-82, Vero-S3] with

that from the microwave instrument showed agreement to within 3% during the pulse l1aHop

period. thus, the assumption made in Eq. 1.12 is justified. This difference is due to: (a) noise in

the FIR measurements, and (b) the fact that the two instruments measure the line-integrated

density along chords at different toroidal positions and at different major radii. It has been

noted, however, that at the highest densities there is some evidence that the binomial

approximation used in Eq, (1.13) produces a systematic overestimation of fnedL, measured by

the 2·mm microwave interferometer, of':; 1%.
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Fig. 2.14. waveforms of' a) Line-integrated density.
h) Loop voltage.
1.') Plasma Current.

The rcsotuuon of the instrument at the density maximum is 1 in 500(). The value of this high

resolurion is illustrated ill Fig. 2.15. Sawtcoth oscillations corresponding [0 -1 % variation of

the fncdL amplitude, Me easily resolved in the expanded waveform Fig, ISb. Fast oscillations

on the individual sawtooth of only () I% of the amplitude arc also resolvable when the data arc

further expanded (Fig. 2.ISe). In the example shown these faster oscillations can be observed

since faSler' sampling (5 kl-lz) was used between 6.0 and 6.4 s for this pulse,
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Fig. 2.15. a) Denslty waveform, with indication of expanded region.
b) Expanded waveform showing sawtooth oscillation.
c) Further expansion showing high frequency fluctuations on the sawteeth.
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As with many similar interferometers, rapid changes in density associated with minor

and major disruptions of the plasma can cause phase sampling errors. However, when this

occurs with our instrument, it is possible in many cases to re-analyse the data off-line and try to

reconstruct the corrupted waveform, because the error/warnings are all flagged by the

hardware. This has been done by identifying and correcting the faulty samples either manually

or with an automatic correction program. For the results shown in Fig, 2.16a the error/warning

bit was set wherever the phase-shift between 1 us samples exceeded 136"1. All samples with

error/warnings are indicated on Fig, 2,16a by a vertical bar, marking the times ill which phase

measuring errors may have occurred. The updated result obtained with an automatic

reconstruction program is shown in Fig. 2.16b. Different procedures like forward integration

until an error is mel and backward integration down to the same error are used by the JET team.

For minor disruptions, provided the incidence rate of error flags is not too high, the technique

:\ppears to work well, as can bejudged from the fact that the phase signal returns to zero at tJle

end of the pulse. Major disruptions, however, create a vel)' high incidence of errors from which

it has not been possible as yet to recover the complete density history. Normally the dam arc

reliable until SIKh an event OCClll'S in the waveform, i.e. uniil the onset of a major disruption.
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Chapter 3

HETERODYNE CO2-LASER INTERFEROMETRY

3_I Introduction

A C02-laser interferometer, Ie = 10.6 urn, can beused to measure line-integrated plasma

densities in the range of 3x1019 m-Z to 3xl()23 m-2ll!llge-76). The CO:z-laser interferometer is a

reliable and convenient tool for measuring plasma densities and fluctuaticns thereof. The main

advantage of working at the COz-laser wavelength is that the diffraction of the waves is

negligible when applied to plasmas in the density range of 5xlU2! m-3. Since it is not possible

to determine the increasing Ordecreasing character of fluctuations in the density with a simple

Mach-Zehnder interferometer. systems bave been built which have heterodyne detection

(intermediate frequency of 300 - 500 kHz) and a direct density read-out.
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Fig. 3.1. Diagram a/the interferometer.
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3.2 CO2-laser interferometer with it Dopoler-wheel "')

A schematic diagram of the interferometer is given in Fig, 3, I. The signal in the

reference path of the interferometer is frequency-shifted by means of two perpendicular

reflectors mounted on a rotating wheel with a diameter of 200 mrn: the so-called 'Doppler

wheel', When the wheel rotates at an angular speed of lZ0 r.p.m, a frequency shift of

p = 300 kHz is obtained "''''). The interference of this frequency-shifted beam, sin(oot+ pt), with

the beam going through the plasma. sin(wt + !jl(t)), will result in a signal. cos(pt + ljl(t)), after

detection. Here, <p(t) is the phase shift caused by the plasma. Tile frequency-shifted signal,

sin(U1t + pt), is also mixed in a second branch which acts as a non-plasma interferometer, to

obtain a reference signal, cos pt. The application of this second interferometer is necessary

because the frequency shift varies non-linearly with the angular position of the reflectors on the

rotating wheel. In this set up a maximum measuring time of 60 ms is available, in which time

interval the 300 kHz frequency shifts by about 20 kl-lz. The signals from both interferometers

are detected and are fed to II-digital phase comparator, yielding a continuous signal, representing

<p(t).

Descriptionof somecomponents

The interferometer has been built on a non conducting frame to prevent forces from eddy

currents, The frame is mounted on a movable platform which is placed on a stiff aluminium

console. The console is placed on tubber blocks to avoid mechanical vibrations. This

arrangement makes it possible to measure density profiles 011 a shot-to-shot basis by shifting the

position of the complete interferometer without the need fOf re-alignment,

The source is a 3 W cw, non-polarized C02-laser with a current-stabilized powersupply

(20kv at 10mA).

*) This workwas published earlier as Rijnhuizen Report 76·100 (1976).

"") Inan earlierphasethe interferometer was developed with an intermediate frequency of 100 kflz. Due10 Il1c
rapid (tensity fluctuations in some experiments. counting errors corresponding 10 steps of 21t 010 occur, By
increasing the intcrmcdlatc f~ucncy 10300kHzandthebandwidth Ofthepre-amplifier LO 200kHzthosystem
wasmade to workreliably,
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Beam-splitters and windows in the interferometer consist of ZnSe. This material has

convenient properties: low loss and a wide transmission range from 0.5 " 22 urn, a feature

which makes it possible to align the interferometer with a HeNe-laser. The windows have anti

reflection coatings. MOst of the beam splitters have 50% reflection coatings on one side and

anti -rcflection coatings on the other side. The mirrors are gold-coated pyrex discs. A11 optical

elements of (he Interferometer had to be mounted in holders of insulating material to avoid

disturbances by magnetic forces.

A wide-band pyro-electric detector (Molectron P3-(1) is used. To avoid electrical

interference from the experimem, the detector element and a selective amplifier at 300 kHz with

a bandwidth of 200 kHz are shielded. The power on the detector is about 5 mW which is far

above the noise level. The input stage of the pre-amplifier is designed in such a way as to have a

low frequency output available as well as for alignment purposes in connection with the

chopper in front of the laser,

The modulator system consists of the two perpendicular reflectors mounted on a wheel,

which is driven by an air-jet (Fig, 3.3).

trigger out

hg.3.3. Pneumatically driven Doppler wheel.

The frequency shift tl.fcan be calculated from:

where:

R is the distance from the centre of the wheel to the centre of the reflector system,

N is the number of revolutions per second,

A is the wavelength of the laser (10.6urn).
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The Doppler wheel is carefully constructed to avoid vibrations which would disturb the

interferometer. The rotation frequency is kept constant by electrical feedback from the wheel 10

the air valve,

The signal from the interferometer, cos(pt + lp(t)). and that from the reference

interferometer, cos pt, are processed to drive two digital counters. The momentary phase shift.

ql(t), can be obtained by subtracting the digital Output of the counters. The digital output is fed

into a R·2R ladder network (Fig. 3.4). After filtering, a continuous output is obtained, which is

proportional to the phase shift.

Just before the start of the measurement a short calibration pulse is generated with a

prefixed amplitude, which can be set to any n x 2TC. As the initial phase difference of the signals

from the two detectors carr have any value between +2" and -2TC. the phase comparator is reset

to a level of 211 above the lowest limit of the output (fig, 3.5); this level is the zero-line of the

calibration step and is followed by the zero-line of the density signa).
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Description of the circuit diagram of the phase comparator (Fig. 3.4).

Both input signals are coupled to two identical input stages by ferrite core transformers

with broad pass-bands. The square wave outputs are connected to the clock inputs of the

counters SN74193 in such a way that the upper one counts forward and the lower one counts

backward. The outputs are continuously added in a SN7483. On a trigger command the upper

COunteris loaded with' I' or '4' (calibration) and the lower counter is reset. After about I00 ~IS

the upper counter is also reset. After another 100 us both reset commands cease and the input

pulses take over. The carry input of the adding device is kept on a logical <l ' all the time to

accomplish all offset of 271: as mentioned before. The 100 us commands are generated by two

monostable multivibrators (pulse times llKJ and ZOO Ils) together with gating circuits and are

initiated by a positive pulse of minimum 3 V at the nigger input. If a range lower than 15 x 211:

full-scale is desired, only part of the ladder network can be used. We use 3 parts for a 7 x 211:

range, with a 4 x 21t calibration step. A buffer amplifier with a VOltagegain of about 1.6 is used

to feed a filter. The filler is designed to have it smooth step response and a rather Sleep cut-off

slope. Theoretically, a cut-off frequency of '100kHz is possible. but to be compatible with the

~
'O. m.. ~._._'~~.'.'. wm.'·"'·~-=--l---r!.~l Il.·c;::r"

~- ~~~_::.~-~
Tlltt:'1

.".._-----_...., ...

Fig, 3.4. Circuit diagram oflhe phase comparator.
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delay in propagation of the carry-bit in the adder SN7483 this frequency is chosen as low as

20 kl-lz. The characteristic impedance of the filter is 2200 n. The output voltage ranges from

-2.5V to +2.5V.

El'ample of results

The C02- laser interferometer has been applied to the RINGBOOG-experiment of the

FOM-Instituul voor Plasmatysica Rijnhuizen: a toroidal discharge experiment in which high

density. low-temperature plasmas with cold gas blankets have been studied [Orris-791- The

output from the phase comparator can be displayed on all oscilloscope (Fig. 3.5) or it can be

used in a data-handling system by storing it in a transient recorder, in which case it can be

,eadi!)' correlated with other diagnostic datas.

t:
0'"'';: :t2
0"
L 0-
-':!(
"0- 2

u~l

coribr-otIo n
jnt€'fvcl

meQ~uring

interval

Fig. 3.5. lnterferogram of a typicaldischarge in the RINGBOOG·experiment.
horizontalaxis: 500 j.J.Sldiv,
vertical axis: scale to be referred to the calibrarion stepof4>2,..
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Fig. 3.6, C02-laser interferometer with acousto-optic modulators.
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3.3 CO2-laser interferometer with <I~vustlxlplil: modulators *1

Heterodyne operation has been accomplished in a different way by using two

counteracting acousto-optic modulators at a frequency difference of 500kHz [Huge-79]. Again,

a digital phase comparator is used to obtain direct read-out of the phase shift.

The COZ-laser is a 3 W cw laser (Sylvania 941P) (Fig. 3.6). The acousto-optic

modulators (Bragg cells, Isornat 1207) have been designed to work at modulation frequencies

around 40 MHz. The only way to obtain a convenient frequency for the detector (500 kHz) is to

use a heterodyne system with two counteracting modulators. In the reference path of the

interferometer the frequency of the laser beam is shifted by 40 MHz and the shift in the work

path is 39.5 MHz. The power in both beams is 200 mW.

Interference of these beams results in a beat signal at :'lOO kHz. The modulators are

driven with two 12 W crystal controlled generators. A small part (approx, 20 mW) of the output

signals of these generators is mixed to obtain a reference signal of 500 kHz. The interference

signal, with an amplitude of 200 mW, is focused on a pyro-electric detector (Molecrron P3).

The phase shift of the laser beam passing through the plasma causes a phase shift with respect

to the 500 kHz reference frequency. This difference in phase is converted by means of a phase

to-vcltage convertor. The beat frequency of 500 kHz is chosen sufficiently high to follow the

density variations of the plasma (response time 3.5 us).

The signal-to-noise ratio is measured at the output of the detector amplifier (bandwidth

70 kHz) to be 40 dB. Obviously, this is well below the accuracy determined by the mechanical

stability, which corresponds to a 20 uncertainty in phase. The non-linearity in the phase-to

voltage convertor is about 0, I% of full-scale. Full-scale Can be chosen as a (1 to 255) ,,211:

phase shift. So, at the lowest densities measured, the inaccuracy in phase shift introduced by

the electronic Circuitry is negligible.

The water-cooled acousto-optic Bragg cells (frequency-shifters} have an aperture of

1by 7 mm- and are sensitive to laser-beam polarization. The Bragg angle is 38.5mrad and the

bearo separation is 77 mrad at the centre frequency of 40 MHz. The deflection efficiency is 50%

with a drive power of 12 W. The advantage of an interferometer with acousto-opuc modulators

with respect to one with the Doppler wheel (Sec. 3.1.) is that a measurement can be taken at any

[rigger time, instead of only during the limited lime interval in which a moving mirror is in a
suitable position.

*) This work was published earlierin theRev. S~i. Instrum., 50 (1979) 1123.
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3,4 Multi-channel C02-laser interferometer using a PbSnTe detcdor array *)

fntroduction

With the COI-Iaser interferometers described in Sees 3.2 and 3.3 density profiles could

only be obtained on a shot-to-shot basis by shifting the whole instrument to different positions.

To improve this situation a multi-channel CO:z-la$cr interferometer has been buill to measure

electron density profiles of plasmas more reliably [Hugc-Sz]. To this end, a sheet-like beam is

transmitted in the work path over the total extension of the plasma, to be re-focussed onto a

detector array, where interference with the reference beam OCCurs. In this way a 'phase image'

of the plasma is produced On the array of detector elements. With the data acquisition system

which is used, it is possible to follow the development in time of the profiles.

Description of the instrument

The C02-laser is again the 3 W vertically polarized laser type (Sylvania 941 S). On the

wooden C-bracket, a rather simple instrument is constructed with a large number of channels

(in our case 15, but this number could be increased even to aX), depending on [he detector

array used). A sheet-like, 200 by 7 mm2 beam is made by the combination of the cylindrical

ZnSe lens, A, and a gold-plated mirror, B, of parabolic shape in one direction. The beam is

transmitted through the whole of the cross-section of the plasma (Fig. 3.7). The distance from

the laser, with divergence 4 mrad, to lens A is 1.2 rn, giving a good illumination of this 10 mm

wide lens. This results in a power level difference over the entire surface of mirror B of less

than 3 dB. The focal length of the lens is 12 mm, With the second parabolic mirror, C. and the

cylindrical field lens. D. a 'phase image' of the plasma is focused onto a cooled (77 K), one

dimensional IS-dement PbSnTe detector array. The reference beam is folded to obtain equal

lengths in work and reference paths, in order to have the same beam divergences at tile detector.

The reference signal is also focused on the detector array with cylindrical lens. E. The

cylindrical lens, F, focal length 20 mm, is added to diverge the reference beam to create enough

space for the introduction of a beam splitter (cf. insert in Fig. 3.7). The plasma beam and the

reference beam are shifted 40 and 39.5 MHz in frequency, respectively, by the acousto-optic

modulators. The plasma causes different phase shifts over the width of the sheet-like beam. The

different phase-shifts occurring at the 15 elements of the detector-array are COnvertedby means

of phase comparators yielding direct phase read-out.

*) Thi$ work was published earlier in the Rev. SCi,Instrum., S~ (1982) 171.
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Descri ptionofsomecomponents

The gold-coated parabolic mirrors arc made of 10 mm thick strain relaxed plexiglass

using U milling machine with a digital read-out, The irrcgularlnes are within l um (i.e. 1/10 of

the C02-laser wavelength), The mirrors are fixed to the C-braeket. All the mounts arc again

made out of non-metallic materials to avoid disturbances by eddy current forces.

The 15-element PbSnTe detector array, made by Plcssey, is composed of

250 x 25() /-111)2 wide elements on a row with 50 J,1.m spacing. The power level measured at the

detectorarray is 1.6 mW/mm2, The maximum allowed power level per element is about 6 mW,

i.e, 100 mW/mm2 Focusing is only necessary to obtain a sufficient spatial resolution on the

detector array. Since the power is high enough (signal-to-noise ratio 55 dB at a bandwidth of

70 kllz), focusing in the other dlrection is not necessary. Moreover, it would make the

alignment more complicated.

Data IKquisitioo

The data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 3.8, The 15 signals from the detector array

are fed to 15 current amplifiers and 15 different phase-to-voltage convertors. The phase

comparators have a selectable measuring range from 21t to 255 x 2n;. An automatic calibration

pulse, selectable from 2n; to 64 x 21t, is given 2 ms in advance of the discharge, as can be seen

in Fig. 3. lOb. These calibration pulses arc processed 10 obtain the density scale of Fig. :I.IOc

The data system with 16 sample-and-holds, a multiplexer, and an analog recorder

(Biomation 805) can give scans with a minimum repetition time of 32 us, In rhe example given

in Fig. 3.10 a repetition time of 320 I-lS is used. The sample time of the multiplexer is less than

20 ns. As the data system has one unused channel, this free channel is connected 10 oj'5 V to

give a marker at the beginning of each scan. A second recorder is used to follow one of the

channels continuously (Fig. 3.lOb),
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Aliwnnent

The first global aligl\r"r)erll of laser, modulators, and mirrors was done with thermal

image plates and an ultraviolet lamp. lJy switching the hf transmitters on/off with 500 kl-lz the

reference or the work path Can be measured separately. The 16-pon scanner gives a view of the

power distribution over the 15 elements of the array; the 16th channel is short-circuited to give

zero output.

Fig. 3.9. Scanner output.
Horizorual scale: I msicm,
vertical scale: 500 mVlcm.

The SCanner is followed by a 500 kHz selective amplifier. When the two beams Me

aligned the keying of the hf transmitters is switched off and the interferometer is finally adiusred

for maximum interference (Fig. 3.9). There is some variation in the sensitivity of the single

elements of the array. This variation is not important since the output level far exceeds the

minimum input required for the phase-to-voltage convertors.

Results

The multi-channel C02-laser interferometer described here has been proven to be a

reliable tool to measure plasma density profiles in one single shot (Fig. 3.10). After reading the

output of the transient recorder with a computer, the signals are de-multiplexed and corrected

for the phase offsets. The measurements of density profiles done with this system are more

reliable than the measurements performed in a shot-to-shot procedure. Furthermore, tile optical

system described here is also well suited for other FIR (far-infra-red) lasers. The minimum line

integrated density which can be measured is of the order of 2..5>,)017 m-2, corresponding to an

uncertainty in phase of t '.
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AppendixA

A SlMPLE METHOD TO OBTArN POLAR INFORMATION WIfH A

NORMAL MlCROWAVE INTERFEROMETER'")

Introduction

A simple method U) obtain polar information from a microwave interferometer is

described here [Huge-70). The two paths in the microwave interferometer arc made unequal in

length so that the output becomes frequency dependent. Square-wave modulation of the repeller

voltage of the klystron is used to obtain two signals with slightly different frequencies. An

appropriate choice of the frequency difference can yield arphase difference, so that a polar

interferometer results. With the method described here polar information can beobtained with a

good time response by means of a single null-path bridge. The economy of microwave

components is obtained at the cost of only a slightly increased complexlty of the low-frequency

electronics.

The following considerations are fundamental for the method, In an interferometer

bridge with a difference <\L between the work path and the null path. the phase difference ll.<p

between the two paths is

ll. 2Jtll.L
<P=-l- •

g
(1)

where ),.g is the guide wavelength. If the frequency f at which the interferometer is operated is

varied, one finds

(2)

Now, if the frequency is switched from f to f+M, one obtains for M, corresponding to a ~

phase difference,

(3)

.) This work was published earlier in (he Journal ofPhysks E; Scientific Instruments 3 (t970) 750.
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A~ an example: for an interferometer with central frequency f= 33.750 GHz and path difference

&= 3.9 m, a frequency difference M= 15 MHz is required. The M chosen here is sufficiently

large to neglect frequency instabilities of the klystron. An interferometer of this type (ng. A.1)

has for instance been used in connection with microwave reflection probes [Herm-rio,

13000-681.

Descriptionof the method

Square-wave modulation of the repeller voltage of a 80 mW cw 8 mm Klystron (Philips

41 DS) leads to the required frequency switching, The two power levels can bemade equal by

tuning the repeller voltage. 'The phase difference of the two signals at the balanced detector can

be adjusted to Tby choosing the amplitude of the square-wave voltage. The detection is done

with a pair of balanced crystal detectors (lN26), The output of the differential amplifier is then

alternately proportional to sin'll and coso. Notice that the signals have the same amplitude and

the same zero-line. The complete polar illfotUlatioll as a function of time is inducted in this

'chopped' signal. It is possible to separate the signals in the following way. TIle same square

wave voltage that modulate, the klystron is added to the signal so that, for example, a positive

voltage is added to the sintp component and a negative voltage to the cosc component.

The resulting separation can be adjusted with the amplitude control of the square-wave. Two

diodes connected in opposite polarity split the signals, A delay line with a delay time of half a

period of the square-wave makes it possible to have sincp and co~lp information coinciding in

time. Feeding of these two signals to an XY-oscilloscope results in a polar display.

The adjustment of the bridge described here is simple, since only one balanced detector

is used. These simplifications also facilitate polar measurements at higher frequencies

(140 GHz}. Moreover, this method is suitable for taking measurements of rapidly varying

quantities, since the response is only limited by the modulation frequency of the repeller

voltage. This can easily be as high as 10 MHz [Oms·62].
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A RIGrD MICROWAVE ACCESS LENS INTO COPPER-SAIELDED

PLASMA PHYSlCS EXPERIMENTS *)

A microwave lens is described which gives access through thick copper shells of

toroidal discharge experiments without disturbing the plasma-stabilizing effect of those shells

lHuge-741· The lens consists of a number of small cylindrical holes drilled in a flat, metal disc,

When the distancefrom the centre is increased theholesin the lens become smaller in diameter,

so the phase velocity will increase towards the edge, which produces a focusing effect for

waves (Fig, E, I).

F

source

p

I I
I I

---- S --

plane wave
front

Fig. B.I. The path lengths 41111 rays /loing!tom the source point to the
plane pare ofequai lengtniflklA + SIAgk= SllcK(J.

The phase velocity Yp in an air-filled waveguide, given by the formula

is greater than c by a factor AgA where f is the frequency considered.

*) This workwas published earlierby U1e author ill the Rev. Sci. Instrurn., 45 (1974) 1474.

(I)



The wavelength in the waveguide Ag is given by

Ie
leg= --;=====

~ !-(/,Jl..cP
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(2)

where 'Ie is the free-space wavelength and 'Icc the cut-off wavelength. The cut-off wavelength in

a circular wavegutde depends 0'1 the diameter d of the guide. For the 'fEll wave used, the cut"

off wavelength is

A.c= 1.706 xd.

The second higher mode is the TMOl, with cut-off wavelength

"-<:= 1.306" d.

(3)

(4)

To avoid higher-order modes, the diameter of the circular waveguide must lie within the limits

given by

(5)

In order to focus the diverging rays from a point source into a plane wave, the pml)
length of all rays coming from the source and going to the plane p must be made of equal

length. This is accomplished when

lk S S-+-"'-,
A Agk Ago

(6)

where Ago is the wavelength in the centre hole, do, and Agkthe wavelength in the hole, dk, at a

distance k fromthe centre of [he lens. The path length lk is given by

(7)

where F is the focal length.

With a chosen centre hole JUSl under the limit of the TMOl mode, one can calculate the

proper diameter of the hole dk at a distance k from the centre in the following way:

(8)

where

(9)
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From the two formulas (8 and 9) dk can he solved

dk'" O,S~6A

-V i- (~ I·O.lAcof: -lk/~Y

where A~o= 1.706 do.

(10)

The holes in the lens are drilled in the metal disc in a hexagonal pattern, with a precision

of 0.05 mm (Fig. B.2),

Fig. 8.2. Microwave lenses withfocal lengths of4Uand 60 mm (frequency 70 GHz).
The holes in the 10 mm thick copper disc lens at the right vary from

3.20 mm in the colin 102.95 mm at the edge of the lens.

The simplicity of the construction makes this lens favourable over lenses based on the

same principle with elliptical cross-section lind holes of constant diameter. The measured focal

lcngj h is found to be somewhat shorter than the chosen focal length due to boundary effects of

the waveguides. The lens is designed for a 70 GHz microwave Interferometer used for electron

density measurements in the low-density plasma regime of a screw-pinch experiment

IBobe-73I,

With the lenses described here, fitted in the copper shell, the losses were 5 dB without

spoiling the piasma-stabilizing effect of the copper shell. With normal horn antennae (3A long)

the transmission losses would have amounted to 25 dB,
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Chapler4

INfROI)UCflON TO REFLECTOMETRY

4.1 Principle of reflectometry

Reflectometry relies on the total reflection of electromagnetic waves by a plasma. When

an electromagnetic wave propagates through an unmagnetized cold plasma and if non-linear

effects can be neglected, the refractive index:is given by:

J,lZ" 1 -*(cf. Eq. 1.6, p. 16) . (4.1)

The basic principle of a reflectometer is shown in Fig. 4.I. A microwave beam is

launcbed [Torn an antenna towards the plasma. As the wave propagates into the plasma, it will

experiences a decreasing refractive index due to the fact that the local plasma frequency

increases with increasing electron density. Eventually, when the electron density is high

enough, the wave will be reflected when (he electron density is critical such that f= fp, and

where ~2" 0. The microwave beam, reflected from this critical density layer, is received by a

second antenna located outside the plasma and is consequently combined with the reference

beam. The phase difference of the two signals results in an interference signal at the detector.

Any change ill phase is due to either the changes in the location of the critical density layer Or to

changes in frequency of the wave.

--
--[}ource It-:=::----..;...-----....

relerence / • ...--<::1----'

<jl(I)

Pig. 4.1. Microwave reflectomeier,

In practice, rcflectometers may be operated in two different modes: at a fixed frequency

and with swept frequency, The difference between the two modes of operation will be shown

below.
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The signal path L~ contains a number of wavelengths. a:

L,'" a A .whcre a.. i~

and the reference path L, contains a number of wavelengths, b:

_'tT
Lr= b Ie .where b- 2IT '

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4,4)

where lp~ and lpran; the phases of the waves after travelling through the signal path and the

reference path, respectively.

The length of the signal path may vary as a function of time Ls(t) and the reference path

is always kept constant; the Eqs (42) and (4.3) then yield:

2rrf 2rrf
lps '" JdU c ,and IPr= Lre-

The pbase difference at the detector is

(I ()
. 2rcf

lp= lps- <pr = "8 t - LrJ c . (4.5)

Since not only the length Ls(t) may vary in time but also the frequency may be varied. any

change in the phase difference becomes:

~ ~( 2rrfvr.p= v L,(t) - Lrl e- +
2n:

{L,(t) - LrJ G Of . (4.6)

In the case where the frequency of the wave is held constant 01'=0, changes in phase can only

result from changes in L,(t): (Eq. 4,6). which can only be caused by movements of the

reflecting layer. Thus In this mode, the fixed frequency mode, changes in the position of "

critical electron density layer in the plasma are measured. To follow the effects ar dlffereru

density layers, several sources with different frequencies are used simultaneously.

In the other mode the frequency is swept, or", O. When the plasma conditions arc

stationary, only the frequency sweep can cause changes in the phase. When the change in phase

is measured and the the frequency sweep is known exactly the value of L, - L, is found, If Lr is

known, the exact location is found at which the reflection takes place. Errol'S iII this

measurement of the absolute position will occur when the reflecting layer is moving during the

course of the frequency sweep.
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As an illustration a practical example willbe given:

probing frequency, f

frequency sweep, 4l.f

path difference, Ls • Lr
assuming a change is the path difference, L, - Lt, due to

plasma movements during the sweep (e.g, during 5 ms)

30 GHz,

100 MHz,

6m,

0.5 mm.

With these numbers Eq. 4.6 gives, 4l.(j)'" a.51t '" 41t, Here, the term 47tcorresponds to the path

difference of 6 m and the term O.5it stands for the above mentioned error, corresponding to

0.75 m. It is clear that the magnitude of this error can lead to serious problems, certainly when

the frequency is swept slowly over a broad band [Anab-Sfi, Simo-85]. When the frequency

sweep is narrow and fast a check on the change in path difference must still be made; this is

possible when swept frequency operation is alternated with fixed frequency operation. The

fixed frequency data can than be used to correct the swept frequency data. An example of this

technique is given in SeC. 5.5, p. 122. To measure the location of several different density

layer. a number of frequencies must be applied. A twelve-channel instrument, using narrow

band sweep, is developed for the JET tokamak and is described in Ch. 5 [Boro-86, l"luge-86,

Prcn-Bfs].

In the description given above (Eqs 4,2 to 4.6) the presence of the plasma in front of the

reflecting layer where the density reaches the critical value is ignored. Hubbard [Hubb-87] has

shown that for the most common plasma density distributions the average refraction index for

the plasma in front of the critical density layer becomes:

<jl>'. 0.6. (4.7)

(4.8)

The error is only 1% for parabolic profiles at [he plasma edge but becomes larger at the plasma

centre. A change in the position of the critical density layer, 4l.L, may be inferred from the

measured phase change, 4l.!p, by

1 _~ AqJ _lAo AqJ
!\ -- Z <jl> Z:It - Z 0.6 Zit '

where A.o is the vacuum wavelength corresponding to the applied probing frequency,
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4.2 Profile measurements from phase information wilh swept frequency

We consider again the phase difference, lp, between the signal transmitted on a round

trip up and down the plasma path and the signal sent through the reference path. When the

working frequency of the reflectometer is swept the difference in length between the two paths

will cause vuriarton in the phase difference (cf Eq. 4.6). This leads to a beat (fringe) frequency,

I'II, at the detector

1 dlp I ocp df
(4.9)fB = !it dt = 2n Sf Jt

or
df

(4.10)1'6 = ,(I'll) dl

where

_ I ocp
*), (4.11)1:(1'0)=2 -

n of

is the difference between the lime delays of the two signals propagating through the signal path

:\11(1 through the reference path of the reflectometer, which operates at the frequency, 1'0'

The net delay, ,(fo) . consists of the delay occurring in the non-plasma pan of the signal path,

'g(fo). in the plasma, ,,,(1'0)' and in the reference path, 'r(f;l):

-rtf )= r (I' ) + 1: (f) _'t (1' )=.2-(8<Pg(fD ) + oljlp(fo ) _ S<Pr(fo»)
o g o P 0 r ,} 21t of Of Of (4.12)

Now. 'g(fo) (waveguide, vacuum, etc.) and 'r(fo) (waveguide) are determined by the

construction of the reflectomcter as discussed in Sec . .5.4. At this point, the only relevant term

is:

-r (I' ) = 1 oljlp(fo)
po Tit Of (413)

0) There ls, of course, a direct relationbetween ~ and the path lengthdifference (L, - L, = ilL), Referring hack l(l

F-q. 4.6, the lime,delay ~ will become

For the typical, practical value of til. is 6 m the lime delay becomes 20 ns.
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The phase lpp(f,,) is an integral of the refractive index j..l(fo,x) along the direction of

propagation, x:

lI<) [Budd-61, Ginz·61]. (4.14)

In this expression the edge of the plasma is at x> 0, and the cut-off point is at xe(fo). where

j..l(f",xc )= O. Equation 4.14 can be rewritten with Eqs 4.1 and 4.13 to give the time delay,

tp(q. as

~ dx

fo

(Doan-81]. (4,15)

This integral can be convened into an Abel integral equation when 'p(fo) is measured in a

number of different frequency bands at a number of different values of fo. The solution is:

c
x(fp) = n (416)

Here x(fp) is the position at which the density becomes critical for waves with frequency fd" fp,
and at which the reflection occurs. From Eq. 4.16 it can be understood that this means:

x(fp)= x(ne), and that the density profile n(x) can beinferred from x(fp).

In the reflectometer for JET (Ch, 5) a number of different probing frequencies arc used.

Each frequency is swept, but only over a small range (Af= 100 MHz) to produce phase

Changes. This yields values for 'tp(fo) at the probing frequencies. By numerical integration the

values can now be inverted to find x(fp) (Eq. 4.16); the values of ,(f) between tbe measured

values of t(fo) are obtained by interpolation or by substitution of a simulated profile. Data

below the lowest frequency must besimulated using an assumed or an independently measured

density profile at the outer edge of the plasma. Hubbard [Hubb-87] demonstrated that the

inversion error. when 12 probing frequencies were used, stays below I% for a large variety of

profile shapes.

*) The phase integral (Eq, 4.14) neglects the breakdown of geometric optics (tile WKB approximation) near the

luming point x"xc [Hubb-&7J.Full wave calculations show, however, that this neglect is usually insignificant.

For a linear density profile tile approximation results in the term -rr!l. regardless of the slope of the profile.
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4.3 Compticationsdue to external magneticfields

It is well known that the plasmas in tokamaks arc confined by means of magnetic fields.

Thc main component is the externally applied field B'f. In reflcctometry waves are transmitted

towards the plasma perpendicular to BT- Those waves Can be decomposed into two

polarizutions:

the ordinary wave (O-mode) with the electric vector of the wave E parallel to the external

magnetic fil;ld 61' in the plasma (E II BT),

the extra-ordinary wave (Xvmode) with the electric vector of the wave E perpendicular

to the external magnetic field BT (E.L BT).

For O-mode" with E II RT' the electron motion in the waves' E-field is parallel to the magnetic

field, so there is no first-order effect on electron motion and the wave propagation is the same

as in an unmagnctized, cold, plasma.

Resonance effects must only be taken into account in hot magnetized plasmas.

Resonance ocelli'S when the applied frequency, f, equals fcc, the electron cyclotron frequency,

(4.17)

In a tokamak the magnetic field Bl' varies in space as

(4.18)

where R is the major radius, Ro is the radius of the magnetic axis, and BT(R) and BT(R o) the

value, of the magnetic fields at these locations. Ordinary waves propagate through the regions

in the plasma where the density is below the cut-off, up to the region where the magnetic field

reaches the electron cyclotron resonance value, where absorption OCCur~. The absorption at fcc

of the Osmcde wave takes place in a hot plasma due to rclatlvlstlc effects [Born-83); the

absorptlon depends on the electron temperature and on the curvature of the magnetic field. The

resonant interaction of ordinary waves at the second harmonic of the cyclotron frequency,

f= 2fcc, is negligible.

One of the obstacles of reflectometry fHubb-87, Pren-Hsa] is the possibility that the

absorption of the probing wave occurs at this resonance before it reaches the reflecting layer. In

Fig. 4.2 the region accessible to O-mode waves is indicated for two different density profiles

with maximum densities of 5 and lOxlO19 m-3 respectively, for the external magnetic field in

the centre of the plasma, Ih(Ro)" 3.0 T, Observe: there is a narrow frequency band where the

absorption can occur.
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It is obvious that the inner half of the plasma can not be measured with O-mode waves

when the rcflectometer is installed at the outside of the torus; two reflectometers launching

waves from both sides of the plasma arc needed to measure the complete profile [Mans-Sx].

If the extra-ordinary wave (E 1- BTl is used, the situation becomes far more complex.

since f.l2 depends not only on the local density but also on the local strength of the external

magnetic field. Therefore, the X-mode was not used in the work described in this thesis.

However, it should be mentioned that in some experimental facilities it is possible to make a

limited use of Xvmode waves in reflectometryto measure profiles at low electron densincs over

a rather larger extent [Anab-88, Bott-87, Doyl-S9, Lehe-88). The applicability depends on a

number of conditions such as the compactness of the geometry. strength of the magnetic field,

etc.
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ChapterS

THE MULTI-CHANNEL REFLECfOMETER FOR ,JET

S.1 Introduction

A twelve-channel rcfleetometer, operating in the O-mode, has been developed and

constructed for the JET tokamak experiment. The objective of the reflectometer diagnostic is to

measure changes of the electron density profile and electron density fluctuations, and to

determine electron density profiles in the plasma, Since the distance from the JET tokamak to

the diagnostic area is of the order of 30 meters, an oversized waveguide has to be used to keep

[he attenuation low. A drawback of oversized waveguides is that the bends, tapers and other

waveguide structures can easily lead to mode-conversion and to unwanted reflections, giving

resonances in the waveguide system. For this reason, an assembly of 12 different

reflectornctcrs is chosen, working at fixed frequencies, slightly tuneable (over -300 MHz) to

avoid resonances etc. Alternatively, the reflectorneters may be used in a swept frequency mode

within narrow frequency bands(M= 100 MHz). The chosen frequencies are 18, 24, 29, 34, 39,

45, SO, 57, 63, 69. 75 and 80 GHz; the corresponding critical densities are in the range of

0.4 to 8.0><1019 ro-3 (fig. 5.1). The spacing of the frequencies of the different channels is

optimized to give the best accuracy in the outer region of the plasma, where the accuracy from

other electron density diagnostics is poor.
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Fig.5.1. Criticaldensities corresponding to the frequencies usedin the multi-channel
reflectometer. Schemancal density profilesare shown with three

differentmaximumvalues at the axis, Ro= 3.0 m.
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Fig. 5.2. Overview of the microwave system.
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5,2 Construction of the multi-channel reflectometer

An overview of the microwave set-up of the 12-channel reflectometer is given in

Fig. 5.2. The combiner and separator system. the channel-dropping filters and antennae were

been designed and built by ERA Technology Ltd (UK). The transmitters (Sec. 5.3, p, 104),

heterodyne- receivers (Sec. 5.3, p, 105) and reference waveguides were designed and built at

the FOM,InstilUUl voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen. Combiner and separator waveguide

networks, developed by ERA Technology [Mede-S'Ia], connect the 12 transmitters and 12

heterodyne receivers [Huge-86] to the oversized waveguide system which is coupled to tWO

broad-band antennae [Mede-S'Zb] in the vacuum vessel. The combiner/separator system is used

to split the frequencies into four separate bands 18 - 26 GHz, 26 - 40 GHz, 40 - 60 Gllz,

and 60 - 90 GHz,

Referencewaveguide

In the multi-channel reflectometer four different reference waveguides are employed.

The transmitters art grouped together with tbe channel-dropping filters using waveguides in

W02D, WG22, WG24 and WG26 (Table 1.1,p. 20). The four reference guides were built in

WO 18. All bends arc in single-mode waveguides with tapers to WG UL The signals from the

four reference waveguides are split up with 3 dB directional couplers to the 12 reference mixers

in the heterodyne receivers (Sec. 5.3, p, 105). The losses in the reference waveguides ate

below 30 dB- Thermal expansion effects of the waveguides can beneglected as shown below.

In the case of fixed frequency operation only the expansion during a short interval in

time (the time of the plasma pulse) has to beconsidered. Since the waveguides are located in the

same building. the temperature will only affect the difference in plasma and reference

waveguide, which is about 10 m. The expansion of a 10 m aluminium waveguide is, at a

temperature change of 1
0

C, approximately 0.2 mrn, Thus, waveguide expansion effects are

negligible.

In the case of swept frequency operation, where an absolute lellgth measurement is

made, the long term stability is important With a 10 m long aluminium waveguide, a

temperature change of 50 C will give an expansion of only 1 mm; the effect, therefore, is

negligible.
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Fig. 5.3. Mock-up of reference waveguide.
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Losses ina referencewaveguide mock-up

A reference waveguide mock-up is constructed to carry out measurements of the losses

and to determine possible excitation of undesirable, spurious modes. The measurements are

made using a computer-controlled sweep generator (Hewlett Packard HP-8690) in the Ka-band

(26.5 - 40 OR:.;) and ananalog-to-digital convertor (ADe). The reference waveguide contains a

33 m oversized waveguide WG18 (15.798 ~ 7.899 mmZ), 12 (0.1 m long) tapers from WG22

(single-mode waveguide) to WG18 and 13 H-bends in single-mode waveguide (Fig. 5.3).

Two runs (frequency sweeps) must be carried OUt to find the losses in the reference

waveguide in a test. In the first run the output of the sweep oscillator is measured, since the

power output as a function of frequency is far from constant; the reproducibility is within

0.1 dB. In the second run the power at the end of the reference waveguide is measured. The

data of the two measurements are then divided to find the losses as a function of frequency.

The total losses in the 34 m long reference waveguide mock-up arc 1L3 dB (0.24 dB/m),

as measured over the frequency rangeof 30 - 40 GHz.Theoretically, the loss is 5.9 dB over the

same frequency range. The power fluctuations are of the same order of magnitude as the

accuracy of the measurement. Misalignment in the oversized waveguide by 2 mm (at one

flange) gives power fluctuations of 3 dB when the frequency is changed, due to tile occurrence

of reflections. To avoid these losses, all the flanges (UG-419/U) of the oversized waveguide

had to be modified with alignment pins. The losses in the reference waveguides in the other

bands (K, U and E) are theoretically of the same order. For the configuration of Fig. 5.3 they

are given in Table 5.\.

Table 5.J. Theoretical loss (in dB) in the oversized waveguide ofthe reference systems
for the four waveguide bandsused.

Waveguide band K Ka U E

WG18 4.9 5.4 6.2 7.2

13 bends 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.9

Tom! 5.\ 59 6.8 8.1
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Reference waveguide of the JET retlectorneter

The reference waveguides (Of the JET reflectorneter system are constructed in the same

way as the mock-up (Fig. 5,3), 'file overall length is of the order of SO m. The estimated total

losses in the oversized waveguide we18 (plus some meters of single-mode waveguide) range
fwm about 8 dB in the Kvband (0 about 14 dB in the E-band. The total estimated loss, including

thecoupling loss in the directional couplers, can be estimated and is given in Table 5,2.

Table 52. Total estimated loss in the reference waveKuidt:, (in dB),

Waveguide band K Ka U E

Total loss (in dB) 23 28 29 35
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5.3 Technicaldescription of thesources,detection systems, and data acquisition systems

ofthe multi-channel rcOcctometer *)

Jntrodudion

The multl-channel reflectometer [Cost-Sf, Huge-Sri] has been designed to carry out:

measurements of plasma movements and determination of the direction of these

movements in the fixed frequency mode (insensitive to amplitude variations of the

signal) i.e, a relative measurement,

profile measurements with high resolution in the swept frequency mode (insensitive to

amplitude variations of the signal) i.e, an absolute measurement.

The most important design features are:

twelve channels in the frequency range of 18 - 80 GHz (corresponding electron

densities [Q be probed of 4,<1018 to 8,<1019 nr 3) (Sec. 5.1),

high sensitivity (max. acceptable loss 105 dB, with SIN '" 25 dB. and M '" I MHz),

distance calibration using the far wall of the discharge vessel of JET,

mode switching from fixed to swept frequency without restraint,

raw interference signal outputs (homodync) which can be fed to band-pass filters,

which are computer-controlled,

automatic data recording and handling,

modular set-up.

OJ This work was published earlier as Rijnhuizen Repotl86·170.
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Fig. 5.4. Heterodyne reflectometer.
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Principle of the heterodyne refleetometer

The multi-channel reflectometer employs twelve microwave sources and twelve

heterodyne detection systems in the frequency range of 18 - 80 GHz. The principle of the

heterodyne reflectometer is shown in Fig. 5.4, The microwave source (Gunn-oscillator 1)

transmits a wave towards the plasma. which is reflected at the critical density layer towards the

antenna of the heterodyne receiver, A fraction of the transmitted signal is previously split off to

be transmitted through the reference waveguide. The frequencies of the reflected signal and of

the reference signal are down-converted to 10.7 MHz. This is done with a local oscillator

(LO; Gunn-oscillator Z).working at a frequency of f+10.7 MHz, and two mixers, A phase lock

loop (Pl.L) (Gard-79) maintains a frequency difference (the intermediate frequency) of

10.7 MHz between the source and the local oscillator, even when the source frequency is swept

to perform a density profile measurement. The maximum /).f/lit is 9 GHzlms. Limiters take all

amplitude variations out before the two intermediate frequency signals are fed to the fringe

counter and to the period counter. The input signal of the coherent detector is not limited in

order to keep the amplitude variation.

The fringe counter monitors the direction and magnitude of the movements of the critical

density layer. Since the signal-to-noise ratio of the heterodyne system is high, the resolution is

only limited by the fringe counter configuration and is in our case 1/32 of the wavelength

corresponding to the frequency of the channel considered.

When the source frequency (f. Fig. 5.4) is swept. a phase shift is generated which is

proportional to the difference in path length of the two anus of the reflectometer, This difference

in path length is measured with a resolution better than 30 mm with the help of the period

counter. The difference in path length can becalibrated in a simple way if a signal reflected from

the far wall of the vessel is measured in the absence of plasma.

The coherent detector will convert the signals from the two mixers to the DC

intermediate frequency (homodyne). The signal from the coherent detector may be manipulated

with a programmable band-pass filter to follow density fluctuations.
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Some notes on the I~~C of Gunn-oscillators

A Gunn-oscillator IOmar-751 is a solid-state device with which electromagnetic radiation

in the millimeter wave range can be generated. The frequency range of the oscillator is set by the

structure of the semiconductor (in our case Ga/vs) and the supplied bias voltage. As the

frequency tlming by means of the bias voltage is rather limited (e.g, 100 MHz), varactor-tuned

Gunn-oscillators are chosen for the rcflcctometers in order to beable to tune over a much wider

range. A microwave isotator is necessary to reduce frequency pulling which may be caused by

changes in tile load impedance. A typical characteristic of the frequency and the the power vs,

varactor voltage of a 63 Gllz Gunn-oscillator is given in Fig. -5.-5. Characteristics of the current

vs. bias voltage and power vs, bias voltage for a typical Gunn-oscillator (Hughes 47271H

2304) operating at 34 GHz are given in Fig. 5.6. The temperature of the Gunn-oscillator has a

high influence on the power and on the frequency. For this particular Gunn-oscillator the bias

voltage for maximum power (Fig. 5.6) moves from 4.1 V at 20° C to 3,8 V at 50° C. It is

important to choose the bias voltage just above (e.g. 0.1 V) the polnt where the maximum

output is obtained for the most negative varactor voltage; this point should be chosen with the

body temperature (It the operating temperature, The temperature controller keeps the rransmiuer

oscillators at -50° C. The receiver oscillators, which are frequency locked with the transmiuer

oscmarors, are mounted on the haltom plate of the receiver cabinet and kept at approximately

room temperature,
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Some notes On the pnaselockloopcircuit

The phaselocked loop used in the heterodyne receiver of the reflectometer systems, is

shown in more detail in Fig_ 5,7 (see also Fig. 5.4, p, 98).

controlvoltaqe

Fig _5.7, Heterodyne receiver with phaselocking,

The difference with a basic phaseloek loop system is the mixer where the two RF signal

frequencies, fin, from the reflectornctcr, and fveo, from the local oscillator in the receiver. are

mixed to form the difference frequency, fIf- The IF signal is compared with a signal with fixed

frequency, in our case a crystal-oscillator working at a frequency of 10.7 MHz. The filtered

output of the phase detector controls the voltage controlled oscillator (yeO) to lock the IF

signal. flP, to the 10.7 MHz oscillator, fx - The phaselock loop uses a third order loop

fGard-79J giving optimum frequency lock when the input Signal is swept. For general details

and theory we; refer to Gardner and Horowitz [Gard-79, Horo-83J, The IF signal in the locked

stare of the PLt, as measured at the reference mixer (Fig. 5.4), is given in Fig. .'\.l'-

To obtain the highest possible MIt.Y, in the case of the swept frequency mode. the two

oscillators are both swept in parallel. The modulation voltages of the two oscillators are tuned,

with trimming potentiometers, in such a way that they oscillate over the same frequency interval

(Fig. 5_9), The phasclock loop now only has to correct the dissimilarities in frequency vs.

varactor-voltage characteristics of the two Gunn-oscillators, The maximum ;\f/8.1 is about

I Gliz/rns if only the transmitter is swept , A maximum MIDt of to GHz/rns is possible if both

The transmitter oscillator and the local oscillator in the rccei vel' are swept. To keep the PLL in

lock during swept frequency operation, triangular voltage modulation instead of sawtooth

VOltage modulation is used in order To avoid too sharp frequency changes. An additional

advantage is given in Sec. 5.5 (p. 116)_
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Source modules

Twelve Gunn-oscillators (Hughes 4727xH) are employed as sources for the twelve

different channels. Table 5.3 gives the centre frequencies of the oscillators with the employed

waveguide anc flange numbers.

Table 53. Frequencies applied and types oj waveguide and flanges employed.

Frequency (GHz) Waveguide nr, Range nr,

18.6,24

29, 34,39

45, 50, 57

63, 69, 75, 80

W020

WGZ2

WG24

WG26

UO-595!U

UG-5991U

UG-383/U

UG·387/U

The Gunn-oscillators (Fig. 5.10) can be tuned electronically over a band of I GHz; the

minimum output power ls 40 mW. The exact frequencies can be read with the control prol,'Tum

from the frcquency/varactor voltage characteristics stored ill the computer. The

frequency/voltage characteristics are linear within a few percent Over a frequency range of

ZOO MH~. Temperature controllers keep the centre frequencies of the sources stable within a

few MHz.

temperature
stabilizer

buller 1

microwave
output

from
Gunn-rnodulator

~----11"-\

varactor-vckaqe Gunn 1
to scanning ADC by CODAS 'J

Fi!l.5.1O. Source module,

') COl)A~ is thc name <'>f the JF.T computer system: COnt.rol and Data Acquisition Systems,
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Heterodyne receiver modules

Figure 5.11 shows the heterodyne receiver module.

trorn Gunn
modulator

.r-:

frequency lOck
indication 10
CODAS

reference
in

refleCled
signal in

monitor
Outputs

reference
10,7 MH~

signal
10.7 MHz
+dCjlldl

amplifier setting
indication to
CODAS

Fill. 5./ i. Heterodyne receiver module.

The mixers are planar crossbar mixers (Hughes 4741xH) using GaAs beam lead diodes which

yield a conversion loss of less than 6 dB. The minimum detectable power with a signal-to-noise

ratio of I(Xland a bandwidth of I MHz is 10-12 W. This is about 105 dB under the power level

of the sources. The drive power of the local oscillator for the mixers has to be set with the

auenuators to about 16 rnW, Two attenuators and an isolator arc employed to provide optimum

isolation between the reference and the reflected signal. The reference mixer I is followed bya

wideband 40 dB amplifier with two outputs: one for the phaselock loop circuit and one for the

10.7 MHz reference. The signal detector, mixer 2, is followed by a 10.7 MHz amplifier with

2 MHz bandwidth and voltage gains of 0, 10, 20 and 30 dB, which is controlled manually but

monitored remotely.
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Fig. 5.12. Control and data acquisition.
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Control and data acquatioo

The scheme of the control and data acquisition is given in Fig. 5.12. All relevant

functions associated with the operation of the multi-channel reflectometer are controlled and

monitored through the JET computer system CODAS. Monitor signals and switches are

controlled by the line surveyor/driver module CLS2 tbrough input/output cards ULS\.2 and

ULD I. The varactor voltage of the Gunn-oscillators in the transmitter modules is measured with

a scanning ADC, the CADI. The SlCOS filler modules are controlled and monitored with the

CfR3 interface, using the transmission signal standard RS-232,

The data acquisition system measures, digitizes, and stores all relevant settings of the

multi-channel reflectometer. The three measuring systems arc described below.

Fringe counter

The CAMAC dual fringe counters CPD3 measure the direction and amplitude of plasma

movements (Fig. 5,13). Eacb channel (A and B) Can be switched on or off individually. The

phase shift, during each sample time, willbeconverted to two 16 bit data words (channel A and

B) which will be multiplexed and written into a 64 k memory CME5 (LeCroy dual-port memory

module, model MM8206/n).

time-sequence
generator

CPG3

signal A

signalB

I
I
I
I

: I reference B
I

I I
I I
I CF'D3 I
~-----------------

r-----------~-----I
I I
I

CODAS -==='>'
I
I

I
1

I

CME5

Fig. 5.1S. Fringe counter system.

TIle fraction of the fringe, measured with an ADC, is stored in 6 bits (bit Dl.D6j and the

fringes in 8 bits (bit D7-014), both in 2's complement. The most significant bit (bit 016)

COntainsthe channel information. "Oleresolution is 1/32 of a fringe. A time-sequence generator

CPG3 controls the sample rate.
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Period counter

Profile measurements can be made in the swept frequency mode using the period

COunter CTD3 (Figs 5.14 and 5.15). The frequency vs. voltage characteristic is presently

assumed to be linear. All necessary corrections will be explained it) Sec. 5.4 (p, 113).

Gunn modulation voltage

_..L.....'-__ At m---4-----lIt m---------'.....--

Fif!. 5.14. Swept frequency mode.

In ihe simplified situation where the plasma density layer is an ideal mirror, the

difference in length between the reference and the plasma palll is given by:

I i\tmb.L=Ax ,--'<v,
6t2 - b.t] ~V

where:

6L = difference in length between reference and plasma path

A =calibration constant

b.tl,3 .. start time of measurement period

b.t2,4 '" stop time of measurement period

13.lm = sweep time (set I)y computer)

AV = amplitude sweep voltage (set by computer)

It = phase velocity *)

1.\D = dead dille (set by computer).

:'1-:) v= C foruirandvacuum

v~ c tor oversized waveguide
v;;: Vph averaged Over small "'I'for single-mode waveguide
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The period counters (Fig. 5.15) are divided into two pans (period detectors and

counters) with low-pass filters between the sections to filter Out spurious signals which may

arise from MHD instabilities in the plasma.

CPG3

Gunn
modulator

busdrlv~r

CODAS

, ,
, .

---A-.,
, I

JS-
/.
---lL

CODAS

I--------~

CODAS~
I
I
I
I
I

Fig. 5.15, Period counter system.

signalA

referenceA

signalB

reference8

The CAMAC dual period counters, CID3, can be pre-conditioned in the following way. The

period counters arc dual modules (A and B) in Whicheach channel can be switched on or off

individually. Thc dead time can be set from 1 to 255 " 20 I-J,S with 8 bits to accommodate the

filter delay. The dock frequency can beset in steps of octaves from 1.25 MH;:: to 20 MHz. The

maximum accuracy of the period counter can be chosen for a selected sweep time using the

different clock frequencies, The counter of the eTD3 starts at the up (c.q. down) of the timing

pulse. At the first zero-crossing after the dead time, the number which has been counted is
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stored in data word II (c.q, t3); the counting goes on until the end of one period. The second

lime measured is stored in data word tz (c.q, 4). This approach is chosen in order to correct the

measurement for the non-linearities in the frequency 'IS. varactor voltage characteristics of the

Gunn-oscillators which are stored in the computer memory. The frequency vs. voltage

characteristics can be measured accurately with a spectrum analyser (Hewlett Packard HP·

7(XlOO) and a 16 bit ADC under computer control.

The times measured when the source is swept up and down in frequency are stored in

the memory CME5 in four 16 bit data words. The most significant bit in each word will identify

the channel. The frequency modulator for the oscillator, associated with the period counter, IS

controllable through CODAS; it has the following features:

the sweep time of the modulator can be set in doubling steps from 200 us 10 25.6 II1S for

a single sweep,

triggered by the time-sequence generator CPG3, an up and a down ramp ate carried out,

the amplitude of the triangular voltage can beser with ~ bit accuracy to maximum to v.
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Coherent detector

The analogous signal from the coherent detectors (bandwidth I MHz), are passed

through programmable equal time delay filters and amplifiers, and are recorded by 12 bit

analog-to-digital conveners CAD4's (LeCroy 8210) and memories CME4's (LeCroy 8800/12)

(Fig. 5.16). A time-sequence generator CPG3 controls the sampling rate (up to 1 MHz).

,------------~--I

signal I I
10.7 MHz + d~l I 1 10.7 MHz

CODAS

Fig. 5./6. Coherent detector system.

The output of the phase detector [Mini-86) contains phase as well as amplitude changes.

This In contrast to the fringe counter and the period counter where only phase changes are

measured. Certain frequency bands can be selected with the programmable band-pass filter

(ct. Sec. 5.5, p. 118).
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Fig. 5.17, The reflectometer mock-up system.

1
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5,4 Performance tests ina mock-up oftheJET rcl1ectometer

futrodudion

The individual reflectometer channels of the reflectometer underwent an acceptance test

in a reflecrometer mock-up at the FOM lnstituut voor Plasmafyslca Rijnhuizen, before they

where installed at the JET experiment. The tests were carried out in the two modes of operation:

narrow-band sweep and fixed frequency modes. In the swept frequency mode, intended for

radial plasma profile measurements, the distance 10 a plane mirror is measured. In the fixed

frequency mode the magnitude and direction of the movement of the critical density layers can

be measured; in the mock-up the change in position of the plane mirror is measured.

Description ofihe testset-up

A schematic representation of the reflectometer mock-Up system is given in Fig. 5.17.

The reflectorneter consists of a transmitter module, a heterodyne receiver module, interface

electronics, and a waveguide system. The transmitter power is guided through a single-mode

waveguide and an oversized waveguide WGI8 10 a horn antenna; in the K and Ka band

(frequencies <40 GHz) 01111' single-mode waveguide is used. Part of the transmitter power is

split oil, using a 10 dB directional coupler, and is fed to the harmonic mixer of the spectrum

analyser for frequency and spectral measurements (this spectrum analyser is only used for

verification and for frequency calibration). Another part of the transmitter signal is split off to

the reference waveguide. The auenuator sets the reference signal to a value equal to the

attenuated value as it will OCCIll" in the 50 meter long reference waveguide installed at JET, The

transmitted microwave signal is reflected by the movable plane mirror and is received by the

heterodyne receiver. Both the reference and the reflected signals are down converted to

10.7 MHz using a local oscillator and two mixers, A phasclock loop maintains the frequency

difference of 10.7 MHz between the source and the local oscillator, even when the frequency is

swept [Huge-86]. A microwave absorber is used to avoid spurious reflections from pieces of

equipment in the room and from the walls. The two 10.7 MHz output signals of the receiver are

fed to the phase and coherent detector module, which is connected to a fringe counter, CP03,

and a period counter, C1D3, both CAMAC modules built at the FOM-InStituut voor

Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen. The modulator module is only used in the swept freq uency mode, AII

measurements are computer controlled (PDP-l 1/23).
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Measurement of the distance to the mirror in the swept frequency mode

111c swept frequency mode is Intended for measurements of radial plasma profiles in

JET. A simplified measurement is performed in a mock-up (Fig. 5.17). The mirror can he

moved away from Or towards the antennae along a test-bench over a range of I m to 3 rn, The

reflectometer measurements made at different positions of the mirror are compared with the

position read from the ruler.

As an example, (he procedure of a measurement at 18 Glfz is given. The single-mode

waveguide (WG20) is used in the signal and reference path (the oversized waveguide is only

used for higher frequencies). The reference path has a length of 2.602 m, and the signal path is

4'()23 m long. The length of the reference path is chosen such that 2 fringes of phase shift occur

<It the detector when the transmitter Is swept over approximately 150 MHz, with rbemirror at a

distance of 1 m from the antennae.

The time-delay measured at the mixer in the receiver can he expressed as

I "'ljl,= 21t x Af

where t is the difference in delay between the tWQ signals of the two paths. As the period

counter measures exactly I fringe, i.e. {.\ljl= 21t, Eq. 5.1 becomes

1''''-.M
(5.2)

(5.3)

The time-delay over it length Lg of the waveguide is given by

-br. .?:l:.-h 1
'wg- c A ," c -~r=l=_::::;ltr~/~ ,

where Ag is the wavelength in the waveguide, A. the wavelength in free space, and f~ is the cut

off frequency of the waveguide.

The difference in time-delay between the signal path and reference path in the example

becomes

I 2L 4.023
T= 1\1' '"c + -c-" -~--;r==;;;;r

'1 1 -

(5,4)

where L is the distance from the antennae to the mirror. Equation 5,4 can bewritten as

L=~" 1.421 Xj=::::::;:::;;:-
2M 2 ~ 1

where M and f art: to be measured, as will beexplained below,

(5.5)
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The frequency of the oscillator in the transmitter module is modulated with a precise

triangular voltage pulse. The sweep generator gives also two timing pulses (Fig. 5.15, p. 109)

to the period counter at the times of the stan of the sweep-upand that of the sweep-down. The

tnangular voltage applied to the transmitter lags in time by about 13.8j.!S as it is fed through an

amplifier and a low-pass filter. A correction for this delay has to bemade. The amplitude of the

triangular voltage can be measured with high precision in the calibration position of the unit "').

The triangular voltage will produce fringes as indicated in Fig. 5.18.

----.-I
I
I
IIdeadtlme

I
I
I

~adtime

~'----------~~-
timing pulses

------~-----~
Fig.5.18. Translation of/he zerocrossing timesinto voltages.

The period COunter will measure four time intervals: tlte interval from the stan pulse of the

sweep-up to the first zero crossing (after the dead time) (tl) and the interval 10 the moments

when the fringe crosses the zero line again from the same direction (12) (Fig. 5.18).

OJ The modulator can be set in threediftcrcnt positions;
- normal mode. where a single triangular voltage is produced after a trigger pulse •

• repeatmode,wherea continuous triangular waveform is produced after a triggerpulse.
- calibrationmode,wheretheoutputvoltageis set CO a fixed(DC)voltagecorresponding with the top

value of the triangular voltage after a trigger pulse.
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The other two time intervals are measured from the start pulse of the sweep-dol-a! in the same

way (t3 and (4). The measured times can now be convened into four voltages with

for i= I to 4. (Fig. 5.18). (5.6)

The corresponding four frequencies arc then found from a voltage vs, frequency table which is

known and characteristic for the Gunn-oscillator used *). The table contains 100 pairs of

numbers. Linear interpolation is carried out between the points. The ll.f in the up-sweep is

[2 - f] and in the down-sweep f3 " f4. The frequency, f, in the up-sweep is taken from (f2 - 1'])12

aod for the down-sweep from (f3 - f4)/2. The cut-off frequency for the given example (WG-20)

is 14.051 GHz. With these data Eq. 5.5 yields the distance L, i.e. the distance from antennae to

mirror. Figlll'e 5.1') gives examples of such measurements at 18.6 GHz in the swept frequency

mode. The actual position is read from a ruler on the bench along which the mirror is moved,

0.5 .......---'--'-------'-----'-----'--.......................L----'------'

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

actual position (m)

Fig. 5.19. Meosurement of the distance oj the antennae to a mirror vS. actual position,

Obs, The modulation with a triangular voltage makes it in principle possible to eliminate the

phase shift caused by a constant motion of the 'mirror' during the up/down sweep. When the

measured phase shifts in the up-sweep and down-sweep are subtracted and divided by 2, the

ph,lse shift due to the constant motion i~ cancelled (cf, Eq, 4.tl, p. 84).

') The trcqucncy-voliagc charactcrisucs of the lran>mi~lerS arc measured with a spectrum analyser (Hewlett

Packard llP-700(0). The spectrum analyser is set for automatlc tracking of the frequency of the transmitter

signal. The modulation voltage of the transmitter is set in !OOsteps with a 10 bit dignal-tc-analog converter,

sl,rr!Jng HI0 V and ~rp to 10 V. This modulation voltage is measured with an accurate 16 hit analog-tn-digital

convertor. The spectrum analyser will measure the frequency ill each voltage step. The vollag~~ and the

corresponding frequencies ate stored In a table,
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Measurements of the displacement of the mirror in the fixed frequency mode

In the fixed frequency mode the magnitude and direction of the movement of the critical

density layer can be measured. In the mock-up the change in position of the mirror is measured,

The phase shift between the reference and reflected signal, both down-converted to 10.7 MHz,

are measured during each sample time and written as 16 bit data words into a 64 k memory

(LeCroy MM8206/n). The 1/32 fraction of a fringe is written in 6 bits and the fringes In 8 bits.

The most significant bit contains the channel information. The data words are unfolded with

software to phase samples which arc then integrated by adding the individual phase steps. TIle

first phase sample is Set to zero. The displacement of the mirror, measured with a micrometer,

is compared with the reflectometer result. Since the mechanical as well as the frequency slability

of the reflectomerer is high, the accuracy is only restricted by the fringe counter configuration.

The accuracy is I bit (the least significant bit: LSB) of the fringe counter sample word or 1/64

of the wavelength used. The actual position of the mirror is read from a micrometer with an

accuracy of better than 0.01 mrn. A typical example is given in Fig, 5.20,

32
O.......---'---"---....L..--'------'

o

.S

:;I ,--------------~-."
E frequency: 75 GHz

S
'".Q
r'"if)

8.

actual change in position(mm)

Fig. 5.20. Reflectometer measurement in theflxed frequency mode of the
displacement of themirrorvs,actualposition,
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5.5 First remits of the multi-channel reflectorneter

To ensure proper performance of the reflectometer at JET a number of changes had to be

made to the system. The main problems encountered were the following;

unavoidable high losses in the waveguide system,

bad location of the antennae,

Strong fluctuations of the density,

ambitious choice of the bandwidth,

cross-talk from reference to signal mixer.

The overall losses, from a transmitted signal which is reflected from the far wall of the

discharge vessel back to the receiver are, for the nine channels with lower frequencies

(18 - 63 GHz), in the order of 60 (113 (Fig . .1.2, p. 92). The sensitivity of the reflectometer is

high enough (Sec. 5.3, p. 97) to cope with this attenuation. The gain of the signal amplifier

(Fig, 5.4, p. 98) had to he raised from 30 dB to -50 dB, for a number of channels, No good

performance is obtained so far from the three channels with higher frequencies (69, 75, and

80 GH7.)due to the occurrence of too high attenuation at these frequencies in the combiner and

separator system [Mcdc-S'la].

In the first set-up the antennae I.Mede-87bl were located in the back of a diagnostic port

about 1.2 m away from the plasma edge, This had to be done because of the presence of other

cquipmem in the same port. The antennae were focused in the horizontal plane at the opening of

the diagnostic port to avoid reflections from the side walls of the port. Since the antennae are

quite far from the plasma Surface a small till in the reflecting layer will give a strong decrease in

signa: amplitude. To overcome this difficulty, the antennae are now replaced by two long

tapers, at the expense of other equipment, with the front of the antennae about 0.2 m from the

plasma edge. This change proved to be II major improvement.

The high fluctuation level of the density makes the reflecting layer far from an ideal

microwave reflector. This 'roughness' of tile 'mirror' caused frequent sharp decreases in the

reflected signal; the result was that the fringe counter often lost many fringes. A reduction of the

bandwidth from 2 MHz to a few kl-lz (crystal filters) made the fringe counter work. The

bandwidth of the coherent detector can bechosen over a wide range (Sec. 5.3) using the COntrol

program.

II was found that the reference signal at mixer I (Fig. 5.4, p. 98) leaked through this

mixer (RF to local oscillator isolation: ~ 20 dfs), through the isolator (-2.1 dB isolation), and

through the directional coupler to the signal mixer (mixer 2). This caused false interferences

when the input signal dropped in amplitude with about 30 dls, This problem is solved with

extra attenuators of 30 dB ill the four reference waveguides and by raising the gain of the
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reference amplifiers by the same amount. The reference signal and the reflected signal are now

at the same power level.

An example of the output of the coherent detector compared with the output of the fringe

counter is shown below. This is an example of measurements with the coherent detector where

the change in the direction of the movement does, fortunately, no! fall at or near a top of the

fringe signal (Fig. S.2la); the fringe counter will always give the right direction of the

movement (Fig. 5.21b).

44.5

---+ time (5)

45.~

Fig.5.21. Comparison of 11/£ coherent detector (a) andthe fringe counter(bJ data.
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Flgure 5.22 and 5,23 show fringe counter signals from a typical JET plasma. MOre results can

be found in the given references [pren-lISa, Pren-Bdb. Sips-lI9a, Sips-89bJ, The measured

number of fringes, F, Can be convened into changes in length, Al., by using gq, 4,8 (p, !is)

t.L=~ ~ F.

15 ,---'-,-----,---r-----,---,,------,

5El.9GHz

10

5

o

44.9GHz

39.5 GH:>.

33.8GHz

29.1 GHlI:

18.6GHlI:

46.65 46.70 46.75 46.80 45.85 46.90 46.9~

_ till'''' (S)

Pig. 5.22. Frlng« counter signals showing oscillations of the plasma density,
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Fig. 5.23. Data of the JE."r plasma,
a) Densityprofiles from FIR -laser interferometer at 47.0 sand 515.,.
b) Fringecountersignals.
Observe lheincrease in densiryand lhewidening of Ihe profile during the
RF hearing pulse (Lon Cyclolroll Resonance Heating).

Until recently good results could not be obtained from measurements using swept

frequencies because the position of the reflecting layer changed too much during the sweep

(Eq, 4.6, p. 84). This difficulty could have been overcome by decreasing the sweep time, but

that is incompatible with the narrow bandwidth, necessary to filter out fast fluctuations. An

other approach (Sips.89c, Prcn-90) is to carry Outmeasurements with the fringe counter at a

fixed frequency, interrupted by repeated swept frequency operation. The sweep-time is chosen

as 6.4 rns, the fixed frequency interval is 27.2 ms (Fig. 5.24). The sweeping of the frequency

results in a fringe frequency of about I kHz~ the detection bandwidth was chosen as 3 kHz.
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Good results are obtained when the phase measurements, perfonned during the Intervals when

the frequency is swept, are corrected by subtracting the phase changes due to plasma motions.

Those are found by extrapolating the phase measurement during the intervals of fixed frequency

(baseline correction), In this way the distance to the far wall of the vacuum vessel (2.7 m from

the front of tile (llllerlllae)can be measured with an accuracy 01'20 mrn, in good agreement with

the measurements in the mock-up. The position of the retlecting layer in the plasma can be

measured with a somewhat lower accuracy of 50 mm, due (0 plasma fluctuations.

swept
frequency

,

,~

:6.4 ms,

fixed
frequency

40 ms -.

-.. ----T ..
ilf=125 MHz

Fig. 524. Time sequence of the alternate measurement.

O·..-----r----,------,r--,---r-·-...-----,-------r-----,--.-----.-------,

-5

In

"~
:E

-10 39.5GHz

1
33.BGH~

-15

47.7447.7247,7047.6847.6647.64
-:<:0 '-------'--_.L-_-'-_--'-_--'-_--'-_---'-_-'-_......L_----'--_-----'-_-----'
47.62

~ time (s)

Fig. 5.25. Fringe counter outpu: ofthree channels in the alternate measurement.
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AppendixC

PROPOSAL FOR A MULTI-CHANNEL REFLECfOMETER FOR RTP

Based on the expertise acquired in designing, constructing, and operating the

12-channel microwave reflectometer at JET fNuge-86, Pren-88, Sips-89] a new reflectometer

set-up is proposed for the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP) at the FOM-Instinmt voor

Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen.

A 24-enannel reflectomcter system is proposed. It should work at frequencies ranging

from 27 - 88 GHz and is to be built with the use of single-mode waveguides (Ka-, U·, and

E-band). The waves will be launched from both sides of the plasma. The principle of the

reflectometer with three channels in the Ka-band (27 - 40 GHz} is shown in Fig. C,1.

plasma

sources
f ~ 27.015 GHz
f = 33.020 GHz
f = 39.025 GHz

references

band-pass
Mers
rrsq. in MHz

signals

Fig. C.l. Principle ofa three-channel reflectometer in the Ka-band.

In this system three waves with frequencies of 27.015 GHz, 33.020 GHz and 39.025 GJ-Iz,

respectively, are launched towards the plasma. One local oscillator at 3 GHz is used for the

three cbannels. The features of the harmonic mixers are such that their OUtpUI signal contains

amongst other combinations also the difference between the n-th harmonic of the local oscillator

(e.g. 27.000 OKz) and the frequency of the incoming signal (e.g. 27.015 GHz).
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Fig. C.2. Rejlectameter set-up in the.Ka-band proposed/or the.KFP-experiment.
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The 33 GHz and 39 GHz systems will operate in a similar way. By using different frequency

off-sets for the three varactor-rured Gunn-oscillators the three intermediate frequency signals at

15 MHz. 20 MHz, and 25 MHz, respectively, can be separated with band-pass filters. False

mixing products due to intermodulation arc rejected by the band-pass filters. The reference

signals and the reflected signals are then processed further using phase-detectors and a

computer.

A more detailed scheme of the three-channel reflectorneter is given in Fig. C.2. The

waves will be launched towards the plasma from both sides. A phase detector with high

resolution as described in Sec. 1.5 (p. 28) will be used. The output of this phase detector will

be recorded using a new data acquisition system with an internal microprocessor, This makes it

possible to handle the data with software without being limited by the fixed configurarion of a

fringe counter. The reflectometer for JET, where each channel consists of two oscillators and

two mixers, is about three times more expensive than [his new design. This is caused by the

fact that the use of harmomc mixers, with H25 dB conversion loss, was not possible in the JET

reflectorneter because of the high overall losses in the very extended waveguide system. Two

modes of operation will again be possible: a fixed frequency mode for detection of fast

movements of the critical density layer and a stepped frequency mode for measuring the

distance from the antenna to the critical density layer. A step in frequency (e.g. 100 MHz) will

lead to a phase shift which is a direct measure for this distance. This will be done in the

following way: the frequency of the local oscillator will be stepped from 3000 MHz to

3010 MHz in e.g, 100 Ils. The phaselock loops (Fig. C-2) will keep the frequency difference

of the local oscillator and the oscillators stable in the stepped frequency mode. This will force

the Gunn-oscillators up in frequency to 27.105 GHz, 33.130 GHz, and 39.15.5 OHz,

respectively. The input parameters for the distance measurement (Eq. 5.1, p. 114) are now

found in a direct way; the frequency step. M. is set and the phase change. Alp, is measured,

The overall design parameters of the proposed microwave reflectorneter are listed in Table. C-l.

Table. C./. Design parameters of the RTP reflectometer.

Number of channels:

Three instruments: Ka-band

U-band

E-band

Resolution in fixed frequency mode

Sampling frequency ill fixed frequency mode

Resolution in stepped frequency mode

Sampling frequency in stepped frequenc~ mode

24 (12 high and 12 low field side)

27,33 and 39 GHz

43,47,51, 55 and 59 GHz

64, 72, 80 and 88 GHz

<: 11l00of the relevant wavelength

IMH~

<1Omm

10kHz
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The multi-channel reflectornetcr frequencies with the corresponding critical densities arc given

in Table 2,

Table 2, Prvpokd frequencieswith corresponding cut-oj[ densities.

Frequency (in GHz)

27

33

39

43

47

51

55

59

M

72

80

88

Critical density (el/m 3 x 1()19)

0.904

1.351

1.1;87

2.294

2,741

3,227

3,753

4,319

5.082

6.432

7.940

9.608
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EPILOGUE

This epilogue could well have been the pro/ague as the measurement described dare

from 1963.

MEASUREMENTS AT 33GHZ OF DOPPLER FREQUENCY SHIFT *)

Introduction

Doppler frequency shifts at microwave frequencies have often been used for

determining the velocity of moving plasmas [Hey -57. Kolb-59]. In these measurements

changes of a standing wave pattern arc observed from which the magnitude and not the

direction of the plasma velocity can bededuced. Yet, the direction of motion in a reflecting

plasma layer is not always obvious in plasma physics experiments. To determine this, the sign

of the Doppler frequency shift has to be measured. This can be done using a frequency

discriminator in a heterodyne system, yielding sign and magnitude of the frequency variation.

Here the method has been applied to plasmoids, ejected from a hydrogen-loaded

titanium gun. The plasrnoids are made to move in an evacuated cylindrical waveguide. Both

standing wave measurements and frequency shifts measurements are discussed.

Plasma gun

'The properties of plasmoids ejected from hydrogen-loaded titanium guns were studied

as part of the experiments involving the Radial Plasma Gun [Oms-64j. The titanium gun

consists of a 10 mm long spiral (10 mmin diameter) wound of2 rnm titanium wire, which is

saturated with hydrogen. In the centre of this spiral a trigger pin is mounted, insulated in glass

except for a sharp point. Fast rising negative voltage pulses of 20kV are applied to the trigger

pin from a 3000 pF condensator. Field emission initiates a discharge between the pin and the

spiral. TIle discharge current oscillates with a frequency of 2.5 MHz; its maximum amplitude is

about I kA, The plasma is driven out of the gun by the magnetic pressure connected with the

discharge current. Measurements of the density and the velocity of these plasmoids have been

carried out.

>1<) This w()l'1< was publishedearlier as Rijnhui7.en Report 63-09(1963).
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Measurements of the cllt-{lff of transmission

III preliminary experiments the plasmoids were shot Into all evacuated quartz tube

(15 mm in diameter, 0.1 m long). This tube was shielded with foil, of microwave absorbing

material, with two windows of about 10 mm diameter opposite to each other. A parallel

microwave beam (a; 120 GHz), focused by means of paraffin lenses, was rransmitted through

these windows perpendicularly to the quanz tube. Cut-off measurements showed that during

about 5 us the density in the plasmoid exceeded Uhl020 m-3, ie. the cut-off density at

120 GUz [Orns-621. By observing the arrival of the plasmoid at various distances from the gun

through different windows, tile velocity could be estimated to be about 5xJ()4 m ~-I Similar

urne-of-flight measurcrncnts were carried out with microwave beams on75 GHz and 33 GHz

Reflection measurements

The velocity can be determined more accurately from Doppler shift measurements, For

these measurements the plasrnoids are shot into an evacuated cylindrical waveguide of which

the diameter (7.5 mm) was chosen below cut-off at 33 GHz for all possible modes except the

TEll mode. At 33 GHz the wavelength in vacuum, Av, is 9.1 mm and the wavelength in the

guide, Ag, is 14.0 mm, The evacuated waveguide is closed at the far end with a 0.2 mm thick

mylar window (voltage standing-wave ratio, VSWR < 1%).

The plasrnoid reflects the microwaves and acts as ,I moving plunger in the waveguide,

The phase difference, (fl, between the incoming wave and the reflected wave is

where f =the applied frequency and

;r~r.l

l-'() =2 J ~t(z)dz
zeo

is the optical path [Gins-nl ];

i.e. in the vacuum at the front of the plasrnoid,

and

i.c. at the layer where the density reaches the cut-off density.

Since the maximum density of the plasrnoid far exceeds lhe critical density (1.5:<1019 m-3 at

33 Ghlz), the microwave reflection method gives an indication orthe motion of the outer layer

with the cut-off density which acts as the reflecting 'surface',
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Changingstanding wave patterns

The velocity of the plasmoid can be deduced from the changes of the standing wave

pattern. The pattern results from mixing the reflected signal and the incident signal (Fig. E.J).

Fig. £.1. Diagram of the experimental arrangement for measuring
changes otthe standillg wave pattern.

The panern of nodes and annnodes passes the quadratical detector, yielding a beat frequency

where vr is the velocity of the reflector. It can be noted that this description is equivalent with

the concept of a Doppler shifted frequency f + M interfering with the incident frequency f. The

beat frequency in that case is

where Yph is the phase velocity of the wave in the waveguide: vph = Ag.f . From the beat

frequency Dilly the velocity can be deduced. The oscillating current in the plasma gun and the

beat signal obtained from a crystal detector are shown in Fig. E.2. The fringes can be
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distinguished in two different groups: an early group with IMI = 7,"06 Hz corresponding to a

velocity Yr '" 5" 104 m s·l and a later group with 1~f1 = 2,,106 Hz corresponding to

Vr = 1,5 X ]()4 m S-I,

., ".-===
n
I'J= ,
I, "' Ii1'·- D.,-, ,

I!ZIII.'I
-=:..

-II!!!!!.

A

8

Fig, 10'.2, a) Current in the plasma gut! 2 kA/div,
b} Changing standing wave pauern J() mVidiv,

Sweep] usldiv.

If the reflected signal is not coupled out at the far end but through a holt in the

cylindrical wall of the waveguide at only 20 mil) distance from the plasma gun, two groups of

three fringes (i.c. 3 x ~\g) arc separated by an interval during which the signal is cut off.

Apparently, the reflecting layer of the plasrnoid proceeds in the waveguide during the first

microsecond. When the oscillating current in the gun decreases. the plasma production and

acceleration stops, Axial and radial diffusion of charged particles reduce the density and

possibly change the shape of the axial density distribution. As a result, the reflecting 'surface'

moves backward. The diffusion process was not analysed in more detail because the behaviour

of the plasma, mixed wlth the accelerating magnetic field inside the narrow metal tube, was not

of particular interest.
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Frequency shift measurements

In order to distinguish between backward and forward motions of the reflecting plasma,

a method to measure the actual frequency shift was developed (Fig. E.3),

:!OdB

KI ~tron 1

Plasma OUrt

To pump~
3 Kpf

~HT r'2~()_K_V_--t::-:::Ir
1M

Fig. F.,J. Diagram of theexperimental arrangement for measuring Dopplerfrequency shifi.

In this case the reflected signal of frequency f ± t.f is not mixed with the original signal of

frequency f from klystron 1. All spurious reflections from stationary obstacles in the waveguide

assembly are carefully tuned away by sliding screws. The signal reflected by the plasma is

mixed with the signal from a local oscillator (klystron 2) of which the frequency is

automatically controlled in such a way that it oscillates at a frequency which differs by 60 MHz

from klystron 1 ~).

OJ The automatic control (Fig, E.3) [Rein-53] is achieved by pa,sing ~h<; interference ,ignal from th" two

klystrons, detected by a crystal rectifier, through a 4 MHI. wide frequency discriminator 2 with its centre

frequency at 60 MHz (f'ig. b..6), A deviation M. in the oscillation frequency of one of the klystrons causes an

output from the discriminator circuit. The output is amplified and is subsequently fed to the repeller of (he local

oscluator. which is thus tuned to make the frequency difference again (\0 MHz_
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The mixed signal is rectified at the crystal detector (l N26) which is terminated by ,I 75 n
resistance in order to obtain a fast response of about 2 ns, As the output of the crystal is

quadratical, the beat frequency is M + 60 MHz. This intermediate frequency signal is amplified

and fed into the fast responding (- 10 ns), 20 MHz. wide, frequency discriminator I which has

its centre frequency at 60 MH:z (Fig, E.4).

Input
-Mtf.iOJv1~h Output

+

Fig. £.4. Circuit diagram (Jffrequency discriminator J.

Essentially, the discriminator consists of two LC resonance circuits, with resonant frequencies

of 48 MHz and 72 MHz. The outputs of these circuits are subtracted (Fig. E.5).

'5rnv. output

4
:}

2

-1 Mels

-2 F·~'e<iL..Jen~y

3 Input 20mv

-4

-~

Fig. ES Performance offrequency discriminator 1.

The resulting output is linearly proportional to the frequency over a 20 MHz wide range when a

constant-amplitude input signal is applied to the circuit. The output voltage is passed through a

low-pass filter (15 MHz) in order to suppress spurious signals and is subsequently measured

with an oscilloscope. The measured signal is linearly proportional to ilf. The output has been

calibrated by measuring the amplitude of the intermediate frequency pulse with an oscilloscope
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(Tektronix 585) and comparing it to the output of the discriminator when a pulse of known

amplitude is applied from a tuneable oscillator (45 Ml'h to 75 MHz).

Oclpu\
to r'l?'pE"lIcr -2200V

Pig. £.6. Circuit diagram offrequency discriminator 2.

As the Doppler frequency shift is

M=2vr f=2!:.-
Vph' tAg'

the velocity of the plasrnoid Canbecalculated from the measured frequency shift Moreover. the

sign of the output voltage yields the direction of the motion, Simultaneously with this

measurement part of the pure reflected signal is detected, passed through an amplifier and fed to

the oscilloscope in order to measure the duration of the phenomenon. The flatness of this signal

shows how well the original frequency is tuned out since no fringes occur. Therefore, the

frequency measurement is not disturbed by amplitude modulation effects.
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Figure E,7 shows II typical example of the measurement.

..

1-'= = iiilll·

II'

,
,

= :=11I.•=' = .
u'

I " R!':Ii .. ='IP·,·=
==-" n

A

8

Fig: E. 7, a) Output ofihefrequency discriminator 5 m V/div
(corresponding to a frequency shift of 13 MHz/div,
i.e. a velocity 0/9 x f{J4 m S·I),

b) Reflected microwave signal 10 mvidiv.
Sweep I usldiv

It can be observed that during the first microsecond the negative frequency shift is higlL For a

short while it even exceeds 12 MHz corresponding to it forward velocity of 8,.,1()~ m s,l.

During the 2nd to 5th microsecond the backward velocity of the reflecting 'surface' is about

2,.,l(yt rn s'. Many details carl be distinguished: the motion appears to be rather irregular.
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INIIOUD

De tokamak is de belangrijkste experimentele opstelling ter wereld geworden in hct

onderzoek naar de mogclijkheid am elektrisch vermogen op te wekken door bchccrste

thermonucleaire vcrsrnelting. Om thermonucleaire condities te bereiken is het noodzakclijk het

plasma, in hct bijzonder de energie-inhoud daarvan, voldoende lang op te sluiten. De opsluiting

wordt beperktdoor warmtegeleiding•convectieveproccssenen straling,Gedetailleerdcanalyse

van experimenten laat zicn dat warmteverliezen door elektronen de klassieke voorspellingen met

[wee orden van groottc te boven gaan, terwijl de warmteverliczen door ionen dichter bij de

theoretische voorspcllingen Iiggen,

Om de levensvatbaarbeld van de tokamak naar waarde te kunnen schattcn is her

noodzakelijk plasmaparamctcrs te rneten. Een grooiaaotal meetrnethodcn zijn gebaseerd op de

analyse van straling die van het plasma komt. Dit kan straling zijn die geemiteerd wordt door het

plasma of strafing uitgezonden door een externebron die door het plasma heen gaaten er door

wordt beinvlocd. Microgolfmethoden spelen daarbij een belangrijke rol.

Meetteehnieken met behulp van rnicrogolvcn hebben reeds vele jaren een belangrijkc rol

gespeeld bij thermonucleaire experimenten. De meest gebruikte technieken kunnen worden

onderverdeeld in ten aantalcategorieen:

detecrie van de elektronencyclctron- of synchrotron straling; dit geeft informatie over de

temperatuur vall de elektronen in het plasma,

studie vall ccllectteve verstrooimg van invallcnde golven waarmee dichtheidsfluctuatics

in plasma kunnen worden gevolgd,

interferometrie am de elekrronendichtheid van het plasma te rneten,

reflectometrie am de lokatie van specifieke dichtheidslagen in hct plasma te bepalen,

vaak in combinatie mel metingen van de fluctuanes van die lagen,

polarimetric om de lokale verdeling van de magnetische veldsterkte in het plasma te

rneten,

Dit is een grate verscheidenheid aan meetrnethoden, elk gebaseerd op de wisselwerking van

elektromagnetische golven en plasma. De voortplanting van elektrornagnetische golven in

plasma's is uitvoerig behandeld door verschillende schrijvers [Chen-77, Ginz-til , Heal-65,

Slix-62J. Hoewel de wisselwerking van elektromagnetlsche golven met plasma's nogal

ingewikkeld is, kan de beschrijving toch zeer vereenvoudigd worden voor tokamak plasma's

aangezien in bet hier gebruikte frequentie gebied de ionen oneindig zwaar mogen worden

beschouwd, In tokamak plasma's is de elektroncnternperatuur in het algemeen ::; 10 kev zodat

de gcmiddeldc thcrmischc snclhcid van de elektronen veel kleiner is dan de snelheid van de

clcktrornagnetischc golven die dicht bij de lichtsnelheid is; dil heeft tot gevolg dat de
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rclanvisuxchc effecten in he! algemccn te verwaarlozcn zi jn, De elcktronen-ionen

botsingsfrequcntie is vee! lager dan de frequentie van de golven waardoor ook de

botsingsdemping tc verwaarlozcn h.

In dit proefschrift worden twee diagnostieken beschreven: Interfcrometrie en

Rcflectometric, De prlncipcs van deze technieken kunnen als volgt worden aangegeven. De

fasesaelheid van een elekrromagnetischc golf die zich door een plasma voortplant is afhankelijk

van de dichtheid: de brekingsindex is I-l(no)'" c/v, waar c de lichtsnelheid is en v de fasesnelheid

van de elektromagneiische golf in hel plasma met een elektronendichtheid no . Bij een zekere

-kritische- dichthcid, nt. word! de tasesnclheid oneindig, mel andere woorden de

elektrornagnetlsche golf van een zckere frequentic kan zich niet verder voortplanten door her

plasma maar wordt gereflccteerd *),

Elektromagnetischc golven die door het plasma worden gezondcn kunnen worden

gcbruikt om de elektronen dichtheid te rnctcn met een interferometer, rnits de juiste frequency is

gekozen, d.w.z. voor zovcr no kleiner dan nc blijft. Interferometric is in fcite de meting van de

faseverandering t.g.v. de aanwezigheid van hct plasma. Microgolflnterferomctrie is een

basistechniek om de plasmadichthcid in thermonucleaire experimcntcn te meten als functie van

tijd. Wanneer de plasmadichtheid niet homogecn is, maar een zekcrc ruirntelijke verdcling heeft

(b.v, ecn parabolischc), zal de golf langs het pad door het plasma varicrcnde afbuigmgscffccten

ondergaan en dus geen rcchte lijn volgcn. De resulterende afbuigingshock hangt af van de

gekozcn golflengtc, van de waarde van ndnc en van de ruirntclijke gradiem van nco Om de

afbuiging zo klein mogelijk te hcuden rnoet de golflengtc Vel' van de z.g. "cut-off" gekozcn

worden, dit is zo kort mogclijk, maar wei zo lang dat de varlatie van de fascverschuiving

tcngevolge van de aanwezigheid van plasma nog goed tc detecteren is. Kortere golflengtcs

vereisen cchrer een hogere rnechanische stabilitei; van het instrument om effecten van valse

Iasevcranderingen tengevolge van trillingen te verrnijden. De keuze van de werk-frequentie

houdt dus altijd een compromis in en is tevens afhankclijk van de beschikbaarheid van de

microgolfoscillatoren, In het algernccn worden interferometers met een meetbundel gebruikt. De

microgolfbundel met een kleinc divergentie wordt in het algemeetl parallel aan de

dlcluheidsgradlern door bet centrum van hel plasma gezonden, dus de verstoring van de meting

door afbuigingscffecten is rclatlef klein. Interferometric kan dichtheidsproficlen opleveren

wanneer een aantal (parallelc) bundels worden gebruikt, Aangczien geiruegrecrde lijndichtheden

OJ Dil is natuurtijk maarhij bcnadcring waar. Rcftcctic is in fciLe; cen continu enec; in ~~n inhomogeen medium.

Ectuerbinnende tocpassingsgrenzcn van de q;. WK8 (Wenzel-Krarncrs-Brillouin) benadcring (dit is in Icitczo
lang dcbcschouwde gotflcngte zecr kort is I.O.V. de schaallengte var de mhomogenneu) k(,ml he! effecl van dc,-c
lIlhomoge"ilcil voomamelijk tot uitingin 00 raseVall de g<Jlf en rotlcctic lteecll niet op of is IOlJlaL
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worden gerneten moet de informatie worden omgezet, b.v. door Abel-invcrsie, am een

dichthcidsprofiel te vinden. Veel-kanaalsinterferomcters voor grote thermonuleaire plasma.

experimenten worden kolossale obstakels in de volle ruimte rand zulke experimenten en

bczetten tevens vele obscrvatievensters, Het is nict te verwachten dat dit soort instrumentcn in

de volgende genera tie van thcrrnonucleaire proefopstcllingen nag zullen worden toegepasr,

Bij rcflectometrle wordt een golf met een bepaalde frcquentie naar het plasma gezonden

en vrijwel gehcel gereflecteerd door de laag in de nabije orngeving van de krltlsche dichtheid.

Het faseverschil van de uitgezonden en de gcreflecreerde golven bcvat informatie over de positie

van de reflccterende (aag. Reflectomcters kunnen op twee manieren worden bedrevcn: met vaste

frcquentie zijn oewegingen van een reflecterende laag tc volgen, terwUl mel een frcquentiezwaai

de absolute positie is te bcpalen. Aangezien de golf zich door plasma voortplant alvorens de golf

reflecteert bij de "cut-off' laag, moet ook de faseverandering in deze transparante laag in

beschouwing worden genomen. Daar de kritische dichtheid afhankelijk is van de frequcntic, is

de toepassing van golven met ccn aantal verschillende frequenries noodzakelijk am een

dichtheidsprofiel te bepalcn, aan de kant waar de reflectometer geplaatst is. Reflcctorneter

metingen vall beide kantcn zijn nodig om een compleet dichtheidsprofiel van een plasma te

bepalcn. Reflectometrie is in ontwikkeling in verscheidene laboratoria, wan! een van de

aantrekkelijkc kanten van reflectometrte vergclcken mel meer- kanaalsinterfcrornetrie is 11et felt

dat de opstelling weinig ruimte vergt. Een ander voordeel van reflectomctrie t.o.v, meer

kanaalsinterferomeme is dat Iagere frequentics gebruikt kunnen worden; er kan dan gekozen

worden uit een groter aantal typen oscillatoren,
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SAMENVAITING

Deel Lfnterterometrie

Hoofdstuk I geeft een inlciding over intcrferometrie waarin ook enige de theoretische

achiergrond wordt gcgeven, Verschillende microgolfonderdelen worden beknopt besproken.

Uitvocrig wordt ingegaan op fase-modulatictechnieken, waarmee het mogelijk is am

Iascvcrschuiving ondubbelzinnig te meten. Een aantal digitalc fasedetectorcn, waarmee een

grotc nauwkeurigbeid is te berciken, worden besproken,

Hoofdstuk 2 geefr ten beschrijving van de 2-mtlJ microgolfinterferometer, ontworpen en

gebouwd voor de JET-tokamak. het gezamenlijk Europese therrnonucleaire experiment jn

Culham, Engc!and. Berekcningen van de golfpijpverliczen, verliezen van de microgolfbundel

door hct plasma en de te verwachten signaal-ruisverhouding worden gegevcn. Resuttaren van

ptasmadichtheiosmenngcn laten een zeer goede fasc-oplossing zicn (1 op 5()()(J).

Hoofdstuk 3 bcscbrijft COz'!<lser interferometers, gebouwd voor her RINGBOOG

experiment, een gasdckentokarnak in hell'OM-lnstitlllll voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen. Hec

eerstc instrument is een een-kannalsinterfcrometer, die om eenduidige fase-informatic tc

verkrijgen. gcbruikt rnaakt van een bewegcnde spiegel. In ccn tweede instrument wordt gebruik

gemaakt van twcc "Bragg-cell" modulatorcn. Een derdc instrument hecft 15 kanalen en maakt

gcbrulk van ecn linrvormige bundel waarrnee een complcct "fase-beeld" van het plasma op een

detector-rij wordt verkregen.

Deel 2. Rcneelometric

Hoofdsruk 4 is een inlciding over rcflcctometrie, waarin de verschillende mogel ijkhcdcn

en bepcrkingen van de methode worden besproken, Een afleiding is gegevcn van de rclatie

tussen de fasemetingcn en de daarbi] behorendc dlchtheidsprofielen.

Hoofdstuk 5 gecft een uitvocrige beschrijving van de 12-kanaal:; heterodyne

reflectornetcr ontworpcn en gebouwd VOOr' JET. De reflectornctcr kan op de ccrdcr genoerndc

(wee manicren functioncren, Metingen aan een model. gebruik rnakend van ecn rnetalen spiegel,

laten zicn da: de gcstelde nauwkeurigheidscisen kunnen worden bereikt. Tcnslotte worden de

eerstc metingen met de reflectorneter aan het JET-plasma gctoond,

In een appendix wordt ccn voorsiel bcschreven voor een 24-kanaah reflectorneter voor

de R'I'Pstokamak in Nieuwegein.

De epiloog gceft een ierugblik naar de jaren 60 met de beschrijving van een heterodyne

reflectomcter, waarmcc snetbeden van sne! bewegcnde plasrnoidcn werden gernctcn,
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Convcntionele veel-kanaalsiruerferomerers zijn kolossalc obstakcls in de volle ruimte rond grate

thermonuclcairc plasma-experimenten en bezetten tevens vele observatieveosters, Her is nier te

verwachten dat dit soort instrumcnten in de volgende generatle van thermonucleaire

proefopstellingen nog zullen worden tocgepast. Reflectometers kunnen deze instrumenten

vcrvangen.

D. Veron. CEe, EUR-835l-1 EN (1983) p. 283

Dit prOejSChfijl: Genera/Introduction

n
De bewering d(ll, "hI practice the awkwardness of having to make measurements over a wide

range of frequencies ror reflectornetry is usually sufficient to make interferometry more

attractive", is voor grate kernfusie experimenten niet juist,

IH. Hutchinson, Principles ofplasma diagnostics, Cambridge University Press (1987)

Chapter 4.5.2

De cornplcxiteit van de I-mm interferometer voor dichtheidsmetingen in her TFTR-experiment.

waarbij de frequentieconvcrsic door rnenging in 4 stappen geschiedt, waarborgt geen betere

rcsultaten dan de eenvoud van de 2-mm interferometer in JET.

P,C, cfthimion et at, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 56 (1985) 908

Dit proefSChrifl, Chapter Z

IV
Dataverwcrking met een computer schep; de mogehjkheid direcle elektronische

signaalverwerking tot ccn minimum te beperken.

Yoorbeelden: dir proefschrift Sec. 15, p. 32 en Sec. 2.4, p, 51-52

V

Het rneten van lokalc magnetiscbc velden in tokamak plasma's met bchulp van rcflcctomctric in

de buitengcwonc mode zal cmstig bemoeilijkt worden door de beperkte tocgankclijkheid in hct

toepasbare frequcnticgcbicd. Bovcndicn is de definitie van dc polarisatic niet ondubbclzinnig als

de heliciteit van hct magnctische veld over korte afstand verloopt,

VI
Door de te voorziene grote almeungen van de voorgeeornen volgende generatie tokamak

expenmentea, zeals NET en ITER. lijkt het mogeliik om dichtheidsprofielen van elektronen te

meten mot z66r snel gepulseerde RADAR tecbnieken,



VII

Dubbcle frequentieconversie in heterodyne ontvangers bestemd voor her meten van

electroncyclorron-emissie maakt het mogelijk om variabele bandbreedtc toe te passen,

M.Verreck, CA.l. Hugenholtz, and A. Pauw, Proc. Joint lAEA Techn. Comm.

Meeting on EeE and EC-7 Meeting, Hefti, China, 1989

VIII
Met een RF-versneller als elektronenbron is het, bij gelijke srroomsterktc, eenvoudiger ecn

vrije-elckrronlaser tot oscilleren te brengen dan met een elektrostatische versneller, Dit geldt ook

wanneer de elektronenwolk kort is ten opzichte van de sliplengte (aantal wigglerperioden x de

golflengre vall bet Iicht),

IX

Het beste selectieve filler vOOr net opnemcn en verwerken van telegrafiesignalen, in

aanwezigheid van een hoog stoorniveau, is nog steeds het getramde menselijke oor,

X
Het noodlot van de Thoriurn-Hoge-Temperatuur reactor in Hamm is een waarschuwing voor de

ontwikkcling van de fusiereactor, zelfs bij een goede afloop van de DEMO.

Xl
De waarde welke in de rnilieuwetenschap en in de politiek wordt gehecbt aan gevondcn

concentraties van sommige chcmische verbindingen (PPB-PPT) bctekent een ondersteuning van

de bomeopathie, waar met vergelijkbare concentraties (D9.D12) wordt gewerkt,

xu
Zcnd-amatcurs zijn ambassadeurs V 001' de wereldvrede,

xm
Het uitgroeien van jong pianotalent wordt vaak verhinderd door het slechte instrument dar hen

tcr beschikking staat,


